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Abstract
High-nitrogen-content energetic compounds containing multiple N-N bonds are an attrac-
tive alternative towards developing new generation of environmentally friendly, and more
powerful energetic materials. High-N content translates into much higher heat of formation
resulting in much larger energy output, detonation pressure and velocity upon conversion to
large amounts of non-toxic, strongly bonded N2 gas. This thesis describes recent advances
in the computational discovery of group-I alkali and hydrogen polynitrogen materials at
high pressures using powerful first-principles evolutionary crystal structure prediction meth-
ods. This is highlighted by the discovery of a new family of materials that consist of long-
sought after all-nitrogen N−5 anions and metal or hydrogen cations. The work has inspired
a resurgence in the efforts to synthesize the N−5 anion. After describing the methodology
of first-principles crystal structure prediction, several new high-nitrogen-content energetic
compounds are described. In addition to providing information on structure and chemical
composition, theory/simulations also suggests specific precursors, and experimental condi-
tions that are required for experimental synthesis of high-N pentazolate EMs. To aid in
experimental detection of newly synthesized compounds, XRD patterns and corresponding
Raman spectra are calculated for several candidate structures. The ultimate success was
achieved in joint theoretical and experimental discovery of cesium pentazolate, which was
synthesized by compressing and heating cesium azide CsN3 and N2 precursors in a diamond
anvil cell. This success highlights the key role of first-principles structure prediction simula-
tions in guiding experimental exploration of new high-N energetic materials.
ix
1 Introduction
This dissertation research is focused on the discovery of new kinds of nitrogen-rich energetic
materials (EMs) at high pressures. EMs are condensed phase compounds that are used
as explosives, propellants and pyrotechnics [1]. Although their development can be traced
back to ancient times, commercial large-scale production of EMs began only in 19th century
when Alfred Nobel introduced nitroglycerin-based explosive Dynamite in 1867. Since then,
several more powerful EMs were developed at the end of 19th and in 20th century that are
currently used in munitions, rocket propulsion, mining, construction and demolition [1, 2].
These EMs are molecular crystals such as trinitrotoluene (TNT), pentaerythritol tetranitrate
(PETN), cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX), cyclotetramethylene tetranitramine (HMX)
and triaminotrinitrobenzene (TATB) [1, 3]. They consist of organic C-H-N-O molecules,
which combine both fuel (C-H backbone) and oxidizer (nitro (NO2) or nitrate (NO3) groups
within a single molecule. Upon initiation by impact or heating, such compounds react
violently and release energy due to exothermic conversion of the constituent molecules in the
condensed phase to gas-phase products such as CO/CO2, H2O, N2 and solid carbon. The
amount of energy released depends on the effectiveness of the C-H oxidation by NO2 and
NO3 and the amount of nitrogen in constituent molecules. In particular, the conversion of
nitrogen to very strong triply-bonded N2 results in an enormous release of energy. These
factors are quantified by the notions of oxygen balance and nitrogen content.
Development of traditional C-H-N-O energetic materials faces a stumbling block as their poor
oxygen balance and low nitrogen content can not be further improved [1]. Moreover, their
high initiation sensitivity can cause accidental explosions and their toxicity are also of great
concern. High-nitrogen-content (high-N) energetic compounds with multiple N-N bonds are
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attractive alternative towards developing new generation of environmentally friendly, and
more powerful EMs. High-N content translates into much higher heat of formation resulting
in much larger energy output, detonation pressure and velocity upon conversion to large
amounts of non-toxic, strongly bonded N2 gas.
Compared to carbon, nitrogen is a unique element: N-N double bond is more than twice
strong as single N-N bond and triple bond – more than three times strong as single N-N
bond [4], which is not the case for the C-C bonds. As a result, carbon prefers to form extended
compounds with mostly single C-C bonds, whereas nitrogen prefers to be in molecular triply-
bonded N≡N form. Due to this energetic preference, most of double- and single-bonded
high-nitrogen compounds, if they exist, should be metastable at ambient pressure and tem-
perature, i.e. their structure is locked in one of the energy minima separated from N≡N
global minimum by an appreciable energy barrier. Application of high pressure and temper-
ature (high-P-T) facilitates the efficient synthesis of such high-N compounds, by providing
additional stimuli for breaking the strong intramolecular bonds of the original molecular
precursors and forming new N-N bonds of the high-N products.
1.1 Background: Polynitrogen Compounds
These single- and double-bonded metastable forms of pure nitrogen, if synthesized, are ulti-
mate energetic materials as their conversion to N2 would result in up to ten times increase
in detonation pressure [5]. When such all nitrogen compounds consist of three or more
covalently bonded nitrogen atoms, we refer to these as poly-nitrogen compounds distinct
from molecular N2 which has two covalently bonded atoms. Several energetic poly-nitrogen
compounds have been predicted to be metastable at ambient pressure, but few have been
successfully synthesized and are still highly unstable. In 1992 a breakthrough was made
when Mailhiot et al predicted the existence of the single-bonded pure nitrogen cubic gauche
(cg-N) crystal structure and showed it is thermodynamically stable over N2 molecular solid
above 50 GPa [6]. This was the first time that a poly-nitrogen compound was found to be
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in a thermodynamically stable state, which is only true at high pressures. Motivated by this
theoretical prediction, in 2004 Eremets et al successfully synthesized the cg-N at 110 GPa
and 2,000 K [7]. Unfortunately, the cg-N phase of nitrogen reverts back to the molecular
form when the pressure is released below 40 GPa [8]. Subsequent attempts to recover cg-N
at ambient conditions were unsuccessful [8–10].
One of the alternative routes towards synthesis of metastable poly-nitrogen EMs includes
stabilization of single and double N-N bonding via addition of small amounts of atoms of
other elements into pure nitrogen subsystem to cause the redistribution of electrons in the
system resulting in change in character of chemical bonding. The competition between ionic
and covalent bonding might promote new nitrogen phases other than triply bonded N2.
Then, the fundamental questions are whether such addition would result in stabilization of
novel forms of single and double bonded nitrogen in condensed phase, what is the role of
pressure in overcoming energy barriers associated with such transformations, and what are
the suitable precursors and optimal conditions for their synthesis?
To answer these questions, an extensive exploration of bonding and structure is required
as a function of pressure, temperature, and chemical composition. A purely experimental
approach would be extremely time consuming and less certain as there are many unknowns
at the molecular and atom-scale levels that can not be uncovered due to limitation of ex-
perimental capabilities. Although theory/simulation does have its own limitations, in most
cases it can answer the questions that are difficult or even impossible to address using exper-
imental techniques especially those dealing with the atomic scale. Therefore, computational
exploration of novel high-N compounds is an attractive alternative that allows for systematic
investigation of these new compounds at the atomic-scale.
1.2 Objectives
The goal of this work is to use computational techniques to discover novel nitrogen-rich ma-
terials at high pressures. This is accomplished by predicting the phase diagram of precursor
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materials, such as alkali azides, used for high pressure synthesis, followed by predicting the
compositions and structures of polynitrogen compounds at high pressures. We characterize
the most energetically preferred materials by their chemical bonding, Raman spectra, and
XRD patterns and suggest specific synthesis routes towards realization of high-PT synthesis.
Finally we predict whether these materials are metastable at ambient conditions which is a
requirement for being an EM. We investigate several materials to determine which materials
are the best for experimental synthesis of novel N-rich compounds.
1.3 Major Results
• Prediction and characterization of polymorphs of alkali azides and ammonium azide
at high pressures, which are used as precursor materials
• Prediction and characterization of polymorphs of EMs at high pressures
• Prediction and characterization of group-I alkali pentazolates RN5, including NaN5,
CsN5, KN5, HN5, and NH4N5
• Guided experimental collaborators at LLNL for the synthesis of the first group-I alkali
pentazolate compound in the solid state, CsN5
• Prediction of a novel layered material that consists of layers of a one-atom thick ex-
tended nitrogen structure in the stoichiometry KN8
• Investigation into the structure of ternary CNO compounds that helped experimental
collaborators interpret results
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1.4 Thesis outline
This thesis is concerned with the discovery of novel nitrogen-rich materials at high pressures.
The material is organized in the following chapters:
• In chapter 2 a brief overview of the extensive amount of work on polynitrogen com-
pounds at ambient pressure is given. This is important because many of the novel com-
pounds found in recent years are molecular crystals that consist of nitrogen oligomers
that have already been found to be metastable at ambient conditions. However, it
is very challenging to synthesize these all-nitrogen compounds because they are too
unstable. In this chapter, recent high pressure work on group-I alkali azides, and some
of the controversies associated with the experiments are discussed. Some of the newly
predicted compounds in the literature are also briefly considered.
• Chapter 3 is devoted to description of the first-principles crystal structure prediction
method USPEX which is used in this work to predict novel materials at high pressures.
The USPEX calculations use density functional theory. Therefore, some basic concepts
in density functional theory are given in section 2.
• Chapter 4 is on the prediction of polymorphs of the alkali azides as well as some EMs.
The first two sections are on sodium azide and cesium azide and the last two sections
are on ammonium nitrate and TKX-50.
• In chapter 5 we discuss our discovery of group-I pentazolates (RN5), which are solid-
state compounds stable at high pressure that consist of all-nitrogen N5 anions as well
as group-I cations. Section 1 discusses sodium pentazolate, section 2 discusses cesium
pentazolate, section 3 discusses potassium pentazolate, section 4 discusses ammonium
pentazolate and HN5 pentazole. Section 5 compares the crystal structure of all the
predicted group-I pentazolates. Section 6 discusses another interesting material found
during the potassium polynitride structure that consists of layers of a single layer of
nitrogen atoms and potassium cations.
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• Chapter 6 discusses the structure search for ternary polynitride compounds. Section
one discusses the ternary CNO search and section two is on the ternary HNO search.
• Chapter 7 gives conclusions from the work and a discussion for the direction of future
work in the field.
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2 Review of Polynitrogen Compounds
In discussing the novelty of polynitrogen materials discovered at high pressures, it behooves
us to explain the polynitrogen materials that have been discovered to be metastable at
ambient pressure. This is because many of ther materials discovered at high pressure consist
of molecules that are already well-known to a stable minimum at ambient pressure. This
helps provide confidence in the results, and puts the research in the broader context of what
has been done by the polynitrogen community.
2.1 Ambient Phase Poly-Nitrogen Molecules and Solids
2.1.1 Azide N−3 Compounds
One of the most widely studied polynitrogen compounds is the N−3 anion, also known as an
azides. The azide anion (N−3 ) is a linear double-bonded chain of three nitrogen atoms. The
neutral azide radical (N3) has a large positive electron affinity of 2.69 eV [11], which makes
azide N−3 anion more energetically favorable. The azide N
−
3 is part of a variety of inorganic
and organic compounds [12, 13]. It can also be covalently bonded to a larger molecule such
as in cyanuric triazide [14]. The charge transfer from metal cation to the azide anion helps
to stabilize the alkali azides RN3, where R is an alkali metal cation. The somewhat low
nitrogen content of the alkali azides and the double N-N bond between the nitrogen atoms
reduces their energy density, but also enhances their stability.
2.1.2 Cyclo-N−5 Compounds
One of the highest nitrogen-content compounds that have been successfully synthesized re-
cently are those containing cyclo-N−5 – a negatively charged planar ring of five nitrogen atoms.
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The cyclo-N−5 molecule was synthesized for the first time in the mid-1950s by the reaction of
benzenediazonium chloride with lithium azide in methanol at -40 C as a phenylpentazole [15].
In this compound, the anion is still covalently bonded to a larger molecule RN5. The XRD
measurements [16] showed that cyclo-N−5 , the analog of the cyclopentadienyl anion C5H
−
5 , is
aromatic with N-N bond lengths 1.3− 1.35 A˚, intermediate between single (hydrazine, 1.45
A˚) and double (trans-diimine, 1.25 A˚) nitrogen bonds. Isolating the N−5 anion proved to be
challenging [17–22] and it was not until 2002 that Vij et al produced N−5 in the gas phase
for the first time by cleaving the C-N bond in substituted phenylpentazoles [23]. However,
the prototype pentazole HN5 has not yet been successfully isolated [17,22,24,25].
Most recently in 2017 a breakthrough was made in poly-nitrogen chemistry with the synthesis
of N−5 in the condensed phase at ambient pressure as part of a metal organic framework
[26–29]. The main method for producing standalone N−5 was through the cleavage of the
C-N bond in arylpentazoles [28], followed by stabilizing the anion with various other cations
such as hydronium, ammonium, or water as well as metal cations such as sodium, chloride,
cobalt, iron, or manganese [26–29]. The pentazole was also prepared in a THF solution with
sodium and was reported to be stable below -40 °C [26]. Several solid state compounds
such as (N5)6(H3O)3(NH4)4Cl (stable below 117 C) [28], Co(N5)2(H2O)4 4H4O [29] (stable
at room temperature), and hydrate compound Na(H2O)(N5)]2H2O, [M(H2O)4(N5)2]4H2O
(M = Mn, Fe and Co) (stable near 100 C) [27] were also synthesized recently. Although it
is not clear what the energy density of these materials is, the results demonstrate that the
N5 anion is stable enough to exist near ambient conditions in the solid phase.
2.1.3 N4 Compounds
In addition to the N5 anion, a myriad of other all-nitrogen compounds have been predicted
although only a few have been successfully synthesized. Cacace et al observed a neutral
N4 species by one-electron reduction of the gaseous N
+
4 cation by neutralization-reionization
mass spectroscopy [30]. The gaseous N+4 cation used to synthesize this molecule is a weakly
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bound van der Waals complex known to form in nitrogen discharges [31, 32]. By observing
15N2 and
14N2 mass peaks it was found that they form a weakly bound N4 open chain
complex. Rennie and Mayer were able to reproduce these results, their ab initio calculations
suggest that N4 originates from a quartet N
+
4 excited state [33]. Furthermore, the calculated
neutralization energetics indicates that the observed N4 cannot be a weakly bound (N2)2 van
der Waals complex. Later on 14N2 and
15N2 molecules were irradiated and based on mass
spectroscopy a tetrahedral or rectangular 14N15N intermediate species were suggested as a
product of the synthesis [34].
Three of the most widely studied N4 molecules examined by theory are the tetrahedral
Td N4, an open chain C2h N4, and square D2h N4. The energetics of these molecules are
given in Table 1. A much more comprehensive list of polynitrogen molecules and their
heats of formation is given by Bartlett and coworkers [35]. There is still controversy over
the energy for the decomposition barrier to two N2 molecules and the heats of formation
because both depend on the accuracy of the calculations as well as the specific decomposition
pathway [36–39]. Korkin et al found that the C2h state is not a minimum of the potential
energy surface, rather, it is an open chain structure with Cs symmetry. They claim that even
though the C2h structure is 0.3655 eV/molecule lower in energy than Cs, it seems to have a
short lifetime [38]. Nevertheless, the tetrahedral N4 is predicted to have one of the highest
barriers to decomposition than all the other all-nitrogen species and yet it still possesses a
large energy density, see Table 1.
2.1.4 N+5 Chain Compounds
One of the major breakthroughs in polynitrogen chemistry was the successful synthesis of
the N+5 chain cation by Christe et al in 1999 [47, 48]. Christe noted that in designing a
synthesis route for a highly exothermic polynitrogen compound it is important to ensure
that the starting reactant materials already possess weakened bonds, the necessary formal
charges, and suitable ligands that allow for an exothermic and facile coupling reaction. Using
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Table 1: Summary of the geometry, decomposition barrier, and heat of formation of several
polynitrogen compounds that have been predicted to be a stable minima on the all-nitrogen
potential energy surface.
Compound Geometry Point Group Barrier to
Decomposition
(eV/molecule)
Heat of
formation
(eV/molecule)
N4 Tetrahedral Td 1.204-
2.623 [36,37,40]
7.998 [36]
N4 Chain C2h 0.602 [4] 6.794 [41]
N4 Square D2h 0.387-
0.602 [4, 38]
8.127 [36]
N−5 Pentagon D5h 1.032 [21] 2.666 [42]
N+5 Chain C2v 1.118 [21] 15.093 [42]
N6 Chain C2h 0.774 [21] 8.084 [43]
N6 Twist-boat D2 1.118 [44] 9.202 [43]
N8 Chain C2h 0.774 [45] 11.180 [46]
this principle, N2F
+AsF−6 was mixed with hydrogen azide (HN3) in an anhydrous hydrogen
fluoride medium to produce N+5 AsF
−
6 at -78 C. The N5 cation is calculated to have a high
heat of formation with sufficiently large decomposition barrier above 0.86 eV/molecule, see
Table 1. The heat of formation is much higher than that of the N−5 ring, see Table 1.
2.1.5 N6 Compounds
There have also been reports on the possible experimental synthesis of the N6 species [49,
50]. However, there was no further confirmation of these reports have not been made.
Workentin et al reported the synthesis of the N−6 anion from a reaction with the N3 radical
and N−3 in acetonitrile based on a broad absorption peak at 700 nm and and IR peak at
1842 cm−1 [51, 52]. The structure is actually a weakly bound complex of N3 and N−3 . The
benzene analogue of N6 (hexa-azabenzene) is predicted to contain imaginary frequencies in
the vibrational spectra [21,37]. However it can be stabilized by forming coordinate-covalent
bonds with oxygen [53]. Several other N6 molecules have been investigated [44], but the two
most energetically favorable are the N6 chain with C2h symmetry [21,43] and the twist-boat
N6 molecule [43,44].
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2.1.6 N8 Compounds
Four N8 molecules were predicted to be a stable minimum on the potential energy surface [45].
More recently a prediction was made for the existence of a stable all-nitrogen molecular
crystal that consists of N8 molecules with C2h symmetry [46]. The N8 chain consists three
single bonds, one double bond, and two triple bonds on both ends of the chain. In spite of
the triple bond, the molecule has a fairly large energy content, see Table 1. An N8 anion
has also been claimed to be synthesized on the sidewalls on multi-walled carbon nano-tubes
using cyclic voltammetry [54]. FTIR and Raman spectroscopic measurements combined with
DFT calculations indicate the synthesis of the N8 anion.
2.2 High Pressure Phases of Polynitrogen Compounds
In spite of the exhausting amount of effort that has been put into predicting molecular polyni-
trogen compounds and the attempts to synthesize them, the lack of substantial progress has
been disappointing. In particular, most of the compounds that have been synthesized are
highly unstable and react violently at ambient conditions.
Another relatively unexplored route to synthesize novel materials is through the application
of high pressures. High pressures brings atoms together, resulting in a state of a material
with shorter bond lengths, resulting in dramatic changes of the electronic structure, includ-
ing the insulator-metal transitions. Pressure greatly affects the energetics of the chemical
transformation as the Gibbs free energy acquires substantial PV contribution. The PV term
can reach several eV/atom at pressures ˜100 GPa. Dense EM crystals with a small spe-
cific volume are therefore more thermodynamically favorable at high pressures. This is one
motivation for searching novel polynitrogen compounds at high pressures and determining
whether they can be recovered at ambient conditions. It is important to point out that
the latter goal is incredibly challenging, making it as one the the grand challenges in high
pressure science. To address this challenge a first-principles prediction of new compounds
including a possibility of their recovery is of great importance.
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2.2.1 Pure Crystalline Polymeric Nitrogen
The pure nitrogen pressure-temperature phase diagram has been explored up to a pressure of
about 200 GPa [6–8,55,56]. One of the major contributions was the prediction of the cubic
gauche (cg-N) form of nitrogen in 1992 [6], which was found to be thermodynamically more
stable than the triple-bonded N2 molecular solid above about 50 GPa [6]. Cg-N is a single
bonded, three-fold coordinated, highly covalent solid that contains a large theoretical energy
density of 10.22 kJ/g [57] which is about double that of common EMs. The prediction of
the thermodynamic stability of cg-N motivated scientists to synthesize the material at high
pressures. It wasn’t until 2004 when Eremets et al successfully synthesized the cg phase of
nitrogen at 110 GPa and over 2,000 K [7]. The extreme pressures and temperatures were
necessary to break the strong nitrogen triple bonds and remake the nitrogen single bonds.
This discovery would not have been made possible without the theoretical prediction of
the crystal structure and thermodynamic stability of cubic gauche nitrogen which enabled
scientists to identify the material using x-ray diffraction measurements. Unfortunately, the
cg phase of nitrogen reverts back to the molecular form around 40 GPa [8], thus rendering
the single bonded pure form of nitrogen as an unusable EM. Later on, more polymeric phases
of nitrogen were predicted using crystal structure prediction methods [58, 59], which led to
the synthesis of a second polymeric form of nitrogen, the so-called layered-polymeric phase
of nitrogen [56].
2.2.2 Azides as a Precursor to Polynitrogen Compounds
In order to enhance the stability of poly-nitrogen compounds and to explore a more broad
range of chemistry at high pressures, researchers began investigating the synthesis of hetero-
geneous poly-nitrogen compounds, as opposed to pure nitrogen. In particular, incorporation
of metallic impurities into the crystal structure results in a charge transfer from metal-
lic atoms to the nitrogen atoms, which enhances the intramolecular stability of nitrogen
oligomers in addition to creating ionic intermolecular bonds between metal atoms and the
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nitrogen oligomer. One promising group of precursor materials that can be used for the syn-
thesis of poly-nitrogen materials at high pressures are alkali azides. Since the azide contains
a weaker double bond compared to a triple bond in N2 it may react easier to form poly-
nitrogen compounds. This is why the high pressure behavior of alkali azides has attracted a
lot of attention [60–72].
In the early 2000’s several groups began investigating the high pressure behavior of sodium
azide [60, 70, 73]. Sodium azide consists of isolated alkali Na+ cations and azide N−3 anions.
The primary motivation was to induce new bonding upon compression that brings the ni-
trogen atoms closer together. In 2004 Eremets et al compressed sodium azide in a diamond
anvil cell (DAC) and observed that above 15-17 GPa several changes occurred in the Raman
spectra that were associated with a phase transition to what Eremets refers to as phase I [60].
The two librational modes split into six modes in the 200-400 cm−1 region, two modes at 638
cm−1 and 655 cm−1 appear, and another mode at 2120 cm−1 appears. The two modes near
640 cm−1 may be attributed to the nominally IR-active double-degenerate bending mode in
the azide and the mode at 2120 cm−1 may be related to the ν3 anti-symmetric stretching
mode. However it was not clear why the nominally IR-active modes would suddenly become
Raman-active. At 19 GPa another broad band develops in the 1670-1900 cm−1 range which
indicates some chemical transformation in the nitrogen atoms. This phase (above 19 GPa)
coexists with phase I. Another important transformation occurs above 50 GPa when two
modes at 795 cm−1 and 1145 cm−1 appear in the spectrum, accompanied by a darkening
of the sample, refereed to as phase II. Upon shearing and laser heating the sample became
completely opaque, which indicates a chemical transformation or precipitation of sodium.
Also with laser heating the bands associated with the azide disappear, which might be due
to the complete transformation to a non-molecular phase. Peiris and Russel compressed
sodium azide up to 5 GPa and photolyzed it using a single pulse flash-pumped dye laser [70].
The photolysis caused several new peaks to appear in the Raman spectra at 781 cm−1, 1140
cm−1, 1378 cm−1, 1894 cm−1, and 2185 cm−1. Based on the time-resolved UV absorbance
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and the changes in the Raman spectra the reaction products were determined to be N•−6 , a
molecule that is made up of the N•3 radical and N
−
3 anion [51]. Another study on sodium
azide was performed in the pressure range of 1-5 GPa and found a similar Raman spectra,
which were associated with the appearance of a weakly bound N•3N
−
3 complex [73].
Another interesting study of sodium azide at pressures between 4.8-8.1 GPa has shown the
formation of color centers upon photoexcitation of the electrons from the valence to the
conduction bands [74]. X-Ray radiation of sodium azide compressed to 8.1 GPa forms dark
red spots at the locations of x-ray exposure. The absorption spectrum shows two prominent
peaks that bare a striking resemblance to F and F+2 color centers in sodium azide [74]. The
diffraction patterns also still match the the α-phase of sodium azide. Furthermore, changes
in the Raman spectrum similar to what is found by Eremets [60] and Crowhurst [73] are
observed when sodium azide is excited by photons with a wavelength below 500-450 nm.
This energy corresponds to the electron affinity of the azide, 2.69 eV [11], which might
provide further evidence of the color center formation under irradiation. The new Raman
peaks at 1688 cm−1, 2049 cm−1, and 2149 cm−1 are believed to be associated with a N3N−3
reaction product along with the color centers (which contain the electron formally on the
azide). The power intensity also had a profound effect on the observed Raman spectra which
cause other peaks to be observed, thus providing a strong evidence for photochemistry to
occur in sodium azide.
The high pressure behavior of other alkali azides have also been investigated experimentally
in recent years [63, 64, 71, 72, 75–78]. There are typically phase transitions reported as a
function of pressure. However the x-ray diffraction peaks become broadened at high pres-
sure, thus making the refinement of the XRD patterns very challenging. In case of sodium
azide, the transformation to the γ-phase was reported to occur at 18.4 GPa, followed by
the transformation to another δ phase at 28.7 GPa based on the Raman and diffraction
measurements [64, 79]. In contrast, lithium azide does not display phase transitions up to
60 GPa [77]. Another interesting feature observed in cesium [72], sodium [60], and potas-
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sium [76] azides is the appearance of the azide bending mode in the Raman spectra at high
pressures. In covalent azides such as HN3 the bending mode is Raman active because azido
group is slightly distorted. It is possible that the azido group is becoming distorted in these
structures as well.
In addition to experimental efforts. several theoretical studies have also been performed to
determine the chemistry of the alkali azides at high pressures [61, 62, 65–69]. These calcu-
lations utilize powerful first-principles structure prediction methods. One of the predictions
made by several groups is the stabilization of N6 rings at high pressures in the stoichiometry
R2N6 followed by polymeric chains at higher pressures [61,62,65–69]. However, experimental
synthesis of these types of compounds has not yet been made.
Most of the crystal structure predictions focus on a fixed stoichiometry RN3 to reduce the
complexity of the search. When the full range of stoichiometries is considered, a much more
diverse chemical landscape is revealed [62, 80–83]. These calculations aimed to determine
the crystal structures and predict novel high-nitrogen materials. Therefore, they are directly
relevant to experimental synthesis efforts.
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3 First Principles Crystal Structure Prediction
The goal of the crystal structure prediction can be formulated as follows: given a set of spe-
cific chemical elements is it possible to theoretically determine all stable crystal phases and
stoichiometries of all chemically stable compounds consisting of these elemental species at
specified pressure and temperature. Mathematically, such a problem involves determination
of the local and global minima as a function of atomic coordinates on the multi-dimensional
free energy surface. The solution of this problem is considered a grand challenge of the-
oretical materials chemistry [84]. The brute-force approach to crystal structure prediction
requires the generation of all possible atomic arrangements in all possible crystals, optimiza-
tion of geometrical parameters to obtain the free energy minima for each structure, and then
determine the structure at the energy minimum. It is possible to show that the computa-
tional expense of such a calculation scales exponentially with the number of atoms in the
system. For example, finding the energy minimum of the system consisting of 10 atoms
would involve 1011 combinations of different arrangements of the atoms, which will require
the total computational time ∼ 103 years, thus making this approach impractical [85].
In spite of the enormous complexity of the problem, there are several key features of the
energy landscape of a complex system of atoms arranged in the crystal structure that make
theoretical structure prediction possible [86, 87]. The simplification of the structure search
problem occurs when each crystal is optimized, i.e. brought to a local minimum. Such
optimization introduces chemical constraints on bond lengths, bond angles, resulting in
avoidance of unfavorable contacts between atoms and overall reduction of dimensionality of
the potential energy surface.
Another important feature simplifying the global energy landscape is clustering of several
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structures into basins of attraction (i.e. the same energy minimum) upon their geometry
optimization [86]. The basins are typically arranged such that if one hops from one basin
to another adjacent one, it is more likely the neighboring basin will have lower energy and
the energy barrier between them is small. It turned out that the low-energy basins tend to
occur near each other, although they can be widely separated in clumps of low energy basins.
These basics facts tremendously simplify the complexity, thus making the crystal structure
prediction possible.
There are several popular state-of-the-art structure prediction codes including random struc-
ture searching AIRSS [86], CALYPSO particle swamp optimization code [88] and universal
structure predictor method USPEX [85]. The research on computational prediction of high-N
EMs reviewed in this chapter has been performed using USPEX, which covers basic func-
tionalities of the first two search methods, AIRSS and CALYPSO. The efficiency of USPEX
is derived from it’s carefully designed set of variation operators that allow to produce in-
creasingly lower energy structures in subsequent generations. The USPEX method has been
successfully applied to predict several novel crystal structures at high pressures that have
been confirmed by experiment such as layered polymeric nitrogen [56, 59], an unexpected
Na3Cl stoichiometry [89], superconducting H3S [90, 91], and an ionic form of boron [92], to
mention a few.
3.1 Structure Prediction Method USPEX
In the USPEX method, the structure search algorithm deals with generations - a set of crystal
structures (individuals), that evolve from generation to generation. The overall schematic
of the procedure followed by the USPEX code is given in Figure 3.1. The search begins
by creating the first generation consisting of random crystal structures with random atomic
positions and lattice parameters, followed by the structure optimization of each individual
from the first generation. This involves optimization of the atomic positions and lattice
parameters at a given pressure of each individual to achieve the minimum of its total enthalpy
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Create Structures: 100% of structures are random on 1st
generation, 20-50% for following generations, the rest are 
from variation operators applied to best structures
Energy Minimization using Density Functional Theory for 
each structure
Convex Hull is Constructed: Structures on, or close to the hull 
survive to next generation
Does convex hull change for 10 generations?
No
Yes
Search is completed
Figure 3.1: Overall schematic of the procedure followed by the USPEX code to theoretically
predict crystal structures.
at a given pressure. The total energy and enthalpy are calculated using first-principles density
functional theory.
The computational time is saved by imposing distance constraints that prevent the atoms
from being nonphysically close to each other. Constraints are also imposed on the minimum
length of all the lattice parameters to prevent them from being too small. In addition, an
initial guess for the volume is made based on values of the atomic volumes at a given pressure.
The population size, i.e. a fixed number of individuals in each generation, is an important
parameter, which is chosen to ensure structural and chemical diversity in each generation.
Otherwise, the structure search will get trapped. The number and chemical nature of atoms
in each generated crystal are randomly sampled within a specified range and set of specific
elements. The complexity, or total number of possible structures in a fixed volume, increases
rapidly with the number of atoms. This is why using more atoms in the unit cell requires
much larger population sizes.
USPEX can be used to search for binary (AxBy), ternary (AxByCz), and higher compositional
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Figure 3.2: Representation of a typical convex hull for a binary system that consists of
elements A and B.
dimensionality structures, by varying the number of atoms of type A, B, C, ... in the unit
cell. In the case of a binary search AxBy with the number of atoms restricted to be within
the range of ∼ 8− 20 atoms per unit cell, a combinatorial calculation gives the estimate for
the total number of possible chemical compositions ∼ 150. Typical structure search involves
about 2-3 structures per composition on the first generation (random structures only in
the first generation and about one random structure per composition in each subsequent
generation). By including additional random structures in each generation, trapping in one
of the local potential energy minima can be avoided.
3.1.1 The Convex Hull and How it is Used in Structure Prediction
The algorithm of structure search requires construction of the so-called convex hull at given
pressure for each generation. The convex hull is the convex envelope in the stoichiometry-
formation enthalpy space, which is constructed by plotting data points corresponding to
each optimized individual of the generation, see Figure 3.2. In the case of a binary search
AxBy, the lowest enthalpy data points are connected by line segments, starting from the
pure elemental structure A all the way to B, avoiding the stoichiometries that would violate
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the convex nature of this envelope, see Fig. 3.2.
The formation enthalpy of a AxBy compound is defined as Hf (AxBy) = H(AxBy)−xH(A)−
yH(B), where H() is the enthalpy of the corresponding material. The convex hull represents
the set of thermodynamically stable compounds (AxBy) at a given pressure and temperature,
Fig. 3.2. Lines connecting each binary compound represent the formation enthalpy of the
mixture of the two compounds. The mixture of the two compounds does not include any
interaction energy between the two compounds because this is assumed to be insignificant
in comparison to bulk energy. If a compound is represented by a data point above the
convex hull line, then it is thermodynamically unstable and will decompose into the two
compounds at the ends of the corresponding line segment of the convex hull. An example
of a thermodynamically unstable compound for the A-B system is shown in Fig. 3.2 by
compound A2B and AB4. The compounds represented by the vertices of the convex hull
constitute the full set of thermodynamically stable compounds at a given pressure.
To build the next generation, the structures in the previous generation are optimized by
DFT and then ranked based on the distance from the convex hull line (for binary systems) or
convex plane (for ternary systems), which is the fitness variables used in genetic algorithms.
In the case of a single element compound, the structures are ranked by their enthalpy per
atom (from the lowest to the highest). Then, a fraction of the best structures (typically
60%) from previous generation is selected and variation operators are applied to produce
a subset of structures for a new generation. The kind of variation operators varies but it
usually involves displacing the atoms and changing lattice parameters by a random value,
merging two structures together, swapping atoms, transmutation of atoms into other atoms,
etc... In addition, a prescribed fraction (typically 20-50%) of randomly-generated structures
are also added to every generation. Once the new generation is created, the search cycle is
repeated by optimizing every individual of the new generation, constructing the convex hull,
ranking individuals and building a new generation, see Fig. 3.1.
A typical evolution of the convex hull from the first generation to the last is shown in Figure
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the calculated convex hull from the first generation to the last
generation. The filled squares represent stable compounds on the convex hull which typically
changes from generation to generation until the convex hull is converged.
3.3. Initially, the convex hull that is predicted in the first generation is used to help build
the final convex hull. After several generations some new structures and stoichiometries will
typically appear on the hull. The stoichiometries that lie closer to the hull (a small fitness
value) are given higher priority in the evolutionary algorithm designed by USPEX because
these structures are used more often to apply variation operators to. One desirable feature
that can bee seen in Fig. 3.3 is that the first generation is not dramatically different than
the last generation. This feature is good because it implies that the first generation has
enough individuals to produce a diverse and somewhat high-quality hull. In fact some of the
compounds on the hull in the first generation are still on the hull in the final generation, see
Fig. 3.3.
The structure search stops under assumption that the entire energy landscape is covered. In
practice, it runs until it does not produce any new structures for several generations. Then, it
is rerun again with differently generated random structures in the first generation, to make
sure that the same structures are found. An additional validation of the search involves
predicting a crystal that is already known to exist from experiment: if the structure search
finds this structure without any experimental input then the search may be considered to
be performed adequately. Care must be taken when the experimental structure is complex
(i.g. consists of a large number of atoms), as it may not be found due to size limitations.
The typical research project focusing on a discovery of a new high-N EM involves the fol-
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the overall process for searching for novel materials at high pres-
sures using a combined experimental and theoretical approach. The theoretical approach
involves searching the energy landscape as described in the text. Experimentally it involves
compressing the material in a diamond anvil cell (DAC) to high pressure and characterizing
the material using Raman spectra and X-Ray diffraction patterns. The two methods come
together when comparing the calculated and experimental spectra.
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lowing stages, see Fig. 3.4. At the very beginning, the elemental composition is specified
(A, B, C, ...), followed by USPEX variable stoichiometry crystal structure search at sev-
eral pressures covering the interval of experimentally accessible pressures. The goal of the
search at each pressure is to search a large fraction of the full energy landscape and find the
global energy minimum structures, as well as energetically competitive local minima. Once
the structure search at each pressure is completed, the final convex hulls, representing all
thermodynamically stable compounds at each pressure, are constructed. Several structures
at the vicinity of the convex hull might also be retained to represent possible candidates
of metastable compounds. The degree of metastability is defined by the distance from the
convex hull for each dynamically stable compound. The dynamical stability is assessed by
calculating the phonon spectrum and making sure that there are no imaginary frequency
modes present in the spectrum, see Fig. 3.5. An additional dynamical stability test can be
performed by running molecular dynamics simulations at sufficiently-high temperatures and
checking whether chemical decomposition of constitutive molecules is observed or not.
Once the stable and metastable compounds are found, their pressure-dependent evolution is
investigated to determine the conditions when each of them becomes stable, metastable or
unstable. Then, the possible synthesis routes and mechanisms are explored by identifying
specific precursor compounds found during the search that can be combined in correspond-
ing proportions to produce a specific target compound. To understand whether synthesis
can be accomplished by compressing and heating precursors to initiate the high-PT trans-
formations, the evolution of the Gibbs free energy difference between reactants and products
is followed as a function of applied pressure to determine whether there is a thermody-
namic driving force towards such transformation and at what pressure the target compound
becomes energetically preferred in respect to a mixture of the precursor compounds.
The final step of first-principles structure prediction involves calculation of powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns and Raman spectra of the predicted high-N compounds. The
XRD patterns (intensity versus 2θ plots) are obtained from known crystal structure by
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Figure 3.5: Representation of a phonon spectrum with a (a) negative/imaginary bands
indicated by the red curve and a (b) phonon spectrum with no negative/imaginary bands.
This negative bands indicate the structure is dynamically unstable and is actually a saddle
point on the potential energy surface.
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using standard crystallographic XRD software such as POWDER CELL [93] or VESTA [94].
The calculation of Raman spectra is more involved: off-resonant Raman frequencies are
obtained within frozen phonon approximation by calculating phonons at the gamma point
using DFT, and their intensities are obtained by calculating the derivatives of macroscopic
dielectric polarizability tensor along the normal mode eigenvectors.
3.2 Density Functional Theory Calculations
In order to calculate the properties of materials such as the energy, equilibrium volume,
lattice parameters, ect... we use the ab initio method density functional theory (DFT). DFT
is a method designed to solve the quantum mechanical equations to find the ground state
configuration for a given set of atoms. DFT and other ab initio methods are important tools
used in structure prediction and theoretical calculations. DFT is a useful, formally exact
theory, however in practice approximations are required to implement the theory and the
accuracy can vary greatly. Calibration studies are therefore required to establish the likely
accuracy in a given class of systems.
3.2.1 DFT and Kohn-Sham Equations
DFT is a method that maps the many-electron problem to a single electron density with all
the complexities of the many-body interactions embedded in the exchange and correlation
potential. This reduces the difficulty immensely because the density is a function of three
variables, i.e. the three Cartesian directions, rather than the 3N variables in the full many-
body wavefunction. The Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham formulation of DFT [95,96] is a widely-used,
state-of-the-art formulation of DFT that relies on two deceptively simple theorems. The first
theorem states that the external potential is a unique functional of the electron density only.
Thus the Hamiltonian, and hence all ground state properties, are determined solely by the
electron density. This theorem ensures that the many body wavefunction as well as the
kinetic energy and electron-electron interaction energies are functionals of the electron den-
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sity. The second theorem states that the ground state energy may be obtained variationally:
the density that minimizes the total energy is the exact ground state density. The formu-
lation also involves calculating the exchange correlation potential, however the exact form
of the exchange-correlation term is unknown. Therefore the exchange-correlation potential
must be approximated, typically using the generalized-gradient approximation [97]. In this
approximation the energy functional is assumed to be the same as that of a homogeneous
electron gas, and a gradient of the electron density. Using this approximation the ground
state electronic configuration can can be solved using a self-consistent iterative approach.
This allows for the forces on the atoms to be calculated using the Hellman-Feynman theo-
rem. Once the forces on the atoms are known, the forces can be minimized using a method
such as the conjugate gradient minimization scheme. This allows us to calculate the local
energy minimum for a given set of atoms.
3.2.2 Practical DFT Calculations
For the calculations used in this work, the enthalpy is calculated using the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [97] to the DFT as implemented
in VASP [98]. One limitation of DFT is that it gives a poor description of weak van-der
Waals (vdW) interactions. Several approximate methods are currently being used to tackle
this problem. In this work it is found that the empirical Grimmie D2 method [99] gives a
decent description of vdW interactions in the systems studied in this dissertation through
careful validation of the calculations. Another approximation used in DFT calculations are
pseudopotentials that are used to describe the effect of core electrons which do not participate
in chemical bonding. This reduces the computational cost tremendously. However it is often
necessary to validate the accuracy of the pseudopotential as well. For the majority of the
calculations in this work the projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [100] are
used. In VASP, plane waves are used as a basis set for the wavefunctions. The plane waves
are expanded up to an energy that must be specified by the user, called the energy cutoff. As
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more plane waves are used the calculations can be systematically improved, however if the
energy cutoff is too small, then the calculations will be inaccurate. This is why tests must
be performed to ensure the forces on the atoms and stresses on the lattice are converged
with respect to the energy cutoff. Another important parameter is the number of kpoints, or
kpoint density in reciprocal space. Most quantities used in DFT are represented on a grid in
reciprocal space. Quantities of interest must also be converged with respect to the number
of kpoints.
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4 High Pressure Polymorphs and Phase Transition in Molecular Crystals
In order to investigate the high pressure phase transitions and chemical transformations
to non-molecular alkali polynitrides at high pressures it is important to study the alkali
azides at high pressures because azides are used as a precursor material. Understanding
the polymorphic phase transitions as a function of pressure of these materials is important
to understand the pathway towards synthesis of polynitrogen at high pressures. Our cal-
culations are focused on sodium azide and cesium azide because both have several phase
transitions that have been experimentally observed as well as the potential transformation
to polynitrogen [60, 64, 71, 72]. The high pressure chemistry and potential chemical trans-
formations at high pressure for sodium [101] and cesium polynitrogen compounds are also
investigated. In order to further establish the reliability of the calculations and the structure
search method the high pressure polymorphs of ammonium nitrate [102] and TKX-50 [103]
are also examined. These materials are relevant in industrial applications as EMs.
4.1 Polymorphs of Sodium Azide
Note to Reader
This chapter has been reprinted from J. Phys.: Conf. Series 500, 162005 (2014) [101], with
the permission of IOP Science Publishing.
Sodium azide undergoes a phase transition from the hexagonal β-phase to the monoclinic α-
phase near ambient pressure at 0.25 GPa at room temperature [64,104,105]. The hexagonal
β-phase consists of parallel planes of N−3 anions directed perpendicular to planes of sodium
ions in the R3m space group, and is the ground state structure at room temperature and
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Figure 4.1: Equation of state of α − NaN3 calculated at various temperatures and without
the the van der Waals correction. Reprinted from J. Phys.: Conf. Series 500, 162005
(2014). [101], with the permission of IOP Science Publishing.
ambient pressure [104]. At pressures above 0.25 GPa, the β-phase transforms into the α-
phase, in which parallel planes of N−3 ions are rotated, so that the N
−
3 ions make an angle
6=90° with the planes of sodium ions, resulting in a crystal structure with the C2/m space
group symmetry [104]. The β-phase not specifically used in the calculations because we are
interested in the high pressure phases of NaN3. Furthermore, as the pressure is reduced to
0 GPa the α-phase transforms into the β-phase in the calculations.
Calculations are conducted using the Perdew-Burke Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) to DFT [97] as implemented in the plane-wave Quantum Espresso
package. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials are used. The Raman spectrum depends on
second derivatives of the electronic density [106], therefore, it must be calculated accurately,
which requires a large energy cutoff and dense k-point sampling. Specifically, 140 Ry energy
cutoff and 0.05 A˚
−1
k-point sampling are used to achieve good accuracy of calculated Raman
spectra.
The significance of van-der Waals interactions in NaN3 is investigated by comparing the
pressure-volume equation of state calculated with the pure PBE functional at 0 K and using
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Table 2: A comparison between the calculated and experimental equilibrium volume, bulk
modulus, and it’s pressure derivative of α − NaN3. Reprinted from J. Phys.: Conf. Series
500, 162005 (2014). [101], with the permission of IOP Science Publishing.
Method V0(A˚
3
/atom)B0(GPa) B
′
0
PBE+vdW
at 0 K
13.98 17.53 5.84
PBE+vdW
at 293 K
14.64 13.78 5.93
PBE 14.99 14.06 5.936
Exp. at
293
K [64]
14.59 17.10 5.70
PBE with Grimmie’s vdW correction at 293 K, see Figure 4.1. The insert in Figure 4.1 shows
PBE+vdW P (V ) calculated at 0 K, 177 K and 293 K. The pressure vs volume dependence
is fitted in the pressure range 0-11 GPa using a third order Birch-Munaghan (BM) EOS to
determine the bulk modulusB0 and its pressure derivativeB
′
0. The results of the fit are shown
in table 2, which compares the calculated V0, B0 and B
′
0, with those from experiment [64].
The equilibrium volume V0 obtained from BM fit is in very good agreement with V0 obtained
independently during structure optimization at P = 0 GPa as this point (V0, 0) is included
in the fit. The equilibrium volume V0 of the α-phase calculated at zero temperature is 4.2
% less than the experimental volume measured at room temperature [64]. This error is
expected to be due to thermal expansion, which is not taken into account in “cold” DFT
calculations. Therefore, once the effect of finite temperature calculated within QHA is taken
into account, the theoretical equilibrium volume is just 0.3 % more than the experimental
value for α-NaN3; see table 2. On the other hand the equilibrium volume calculated without
vdW and the QHA is 2.7 % greater than in experiment, which demonstrates the importance
of proper accounting for finite temperature and vdW interactions in DFT calculations.
In 2013 it was predicted that the α-phase (C2/m) of NaN3 would transform into the or-
thorhombic crystal structure in the I4/mcm space group above 6.5 GPa [67] which is the
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Figure 4.2: Relative enthalpy between the three known phases of sodium azide as a function
of pressure. Reprinted from J. Phys.: Conf. Series 500, 162005 (2014). [101], with the
permission of IOP Science Publishing.
ambient pressure phase of CsN3, RbN3, and KN3 [107]. The structure searches do not re-
veal any additional NaN3 polymorphs. Our calculations show approximately the same phase
transition pressure of 6.5 GPa, see Figure 4.2. At low pressures the enthalpy of the α-phase
and the β-phase overlap because the α-phase transforms into the β-phase. The I4/mcm
phase in NaN3 was observed experimentally at 3.33 GPa and 393 K using neutron diffrac-
tion studies [108]. This is a higher temperature than what is investigated theoretically so it
is difficult to compare the phase transition temperature.
A phase transition from the α-phase to the γ-phase above about 17.3 GPa at room temper-
ature was reported experimentally based on the X-Ray diffraction patterns [64], however the
crystal structure was not determined mostly due to the broad peaks in the diffraction pat-
terns. For this reason we examine the Raman spectra which is fairly simple for the α-phase.
The evolution of the calculated Raman spectra of the α-phase as a function of pressure
is shown in figure 4.3. The pressures are calculated within the QHA at 100 K to match
what is performed in experiment at zero pressure [109] for α-NaN3. Excellent agreement
with experiment [109] is achieved for the frequency of the intra-molecular azide symmetric
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of the calculated Raman spectra of the α-phase of NaN3. At low
pressure the frequency of the peaks is shown and compared to experiment, see text. Reprinted
from J. Phys.: Conf. Series 500, 162005 (2014). [101], with the permission of IOP Science
Publishing.
stretch (Ag) Raman active mode, which is predicted to be 1,363 cm
−1, see figure 4.3. This
means the predicted frequency is within 0.1% of the experimental value.. The low frequency
modes reflect the weak intra-molecular vdW interactions that currently available functionals
poorly represent in DFT ; hence, the computed low frequency inter-molecular modes are less
accurate than the intra-molecular modes. The N−3 librational modes are predicted to have
frequencies of 112 cm−1 and 142 cm−1 for the Bg and Ag librons respectively, see figure 4.3.
These modes have been experimentally measured by Iqbal [109] to have frequencies of 127
cm−1 and 146 cm−1 respectively at 100 K and P = 0 GPa, which differ by -11.8 % and -2.7
% from the calculated frequencies respectively. The difference is related to the weak inter-
molecular interactions poorly described by DFT. The relative intensities of the modes are in
agreement with experiment, with the Bg mode being the most intense peak in the spectrum
at low pressure (figure 4.3). Each Raman-active mode blue shifts to higher frequencies under
compression, see figure 4.3.
In the pressure range where the phase transition is reported between 10-20 GPa the exper-
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between the theoretical and experimental Raman spectra for NaN3
as a function of pressures. The modes that can not be accounted for in this calculation are
circled in red. Reprinted from J. Phys.: Conf. Series 500, 162005 (2014). [101], with the
permission of IOP Science Publishing.
imental Raman spectra contains 5 broad peaks in the 100-400 cm−1 range as displayed in
Figure 4.4, although Eremets reports 6 peaks [60]. However, the I4/mcm phase only contains
3 Raman-active librational modes in this region as shown in Figure 4.4. The experimental
spectra is from personal communication with experimental collaborators, however the spec-
tra is very similar to what was measured recently [79]. At higher pressures the Raman peaks
become broadened in experiment that make it difficult to determine the number of peaks
in the spectra. There are also two additional peaks in the spectra at a higher frequency
that are not in the calculated spectra of I4/mcm-NaN3 or C2/m-NaN3 [101], see Figure
4.4. These peaks in the spectra indicate possible chemical bonding between the N3 anions.
However if there is a symmetry reduction, then the azide asymmetric mode may become
Raman active which could be the mode observed near 2150 cm−1. However, as explained in
the introduction this mode is likely due to the N3N
−
3 complex in addition to the formation
of color centers where the electron fills an azide vacancy [74].
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Figure 4.5: Snapshots of the two newly discovered cesium azide polymorphs at 8 GPa: (a)
C2/m-I and (b) P21/m.
4.2 Polymorphs of Cesium Azide
The ambient phase of Cesium azide has tetragonal symmetry in the space group I4/mcm.
At higher pressures Cesium azide undergoes a series of phase transitions that are currently
not well understood. Hou et al [71] performed X-Ray diffraction measurements and observed
the following sequence of phase transitions: phase II (I4/mcm) to phase III (believed to have
symmetry C2/m) at 0.5 GPa, phase III to phase IV at 4.4 GPa, and phase IV to phase V
at 15.4 GPa. The crystal structure of phase IV and V are not currently known. Hou et al
performed the X-Ray diffraction refinement at 2.9 GPa and obtained the crystal structure
of phase III, which has symmetry C2/m. Phase III’s crystal structure is similar to the alpha
phase of sodium azide.
The energies, pressures, and volumes are calculated using the PBE functional within DFT
[95–97] implemented in VASP [98]. For the structural prediction calculations PAW pseudopo-
tentials and a plane wave basis set with a cutoff of 550 eV and 0.07 A˚
−1
k-point sampling are
used. For the cesium azide polymorphs, the empirical dispersive correction by Grimme [99]
is added. An energy cutoff of 700 eV and 0.05 A˚
−1
k-point sampling is used.
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Figure 4.6: Relative enthalpy between each cesium azide polymorph. Phase II (I4/mcm)
is correctly predicted to be the lowest enthalpy structure at 0 GPa and it is predicted to
transform into C2/m-I at 0.78 GPa.
The crystal structure searches revealed two new cesium azide polymorphs. These two struc-
tures are displayed in Fig. 4.5 at 8 GPa. These two phases have a monoclinic unit cell with
space group C2/m and P21/m respectively. C2/m-I has the same space group as phase III
that Hou et al reported, however C2/m-I is different than phase III (C2/m-II). Adjacent
azides along the z-direction are almost perpendicular to one another in C2/m-I, whereas in
C2/m-II they are almost parallel.
The relative enthalpy of phase II (I4/mcm), phase III reported by Hou et al (C2/m-II), and
the two newly discovered phases found here: C2/m-I and P21/m are displayed in Fig. 4.6.
The phase reported by Hou et al (C2/m-II) is higher in enthalpy than phase II up to about 5
GPa and it is always higher in enthalpy than C2/m-I. This casts doubt on whether C2/m-II
is truly phase III. The phase C2/m-I is lower in enthalpy than phase II beyond 0.78 GPa
and it is the lowest in enthalpy of all the cesium azide polymorphs considered up to 60 GPa
(the order of the enthalpies in Fig. 4.6 remains the same up to 60 GPa).
The calculated X-Ray diffraction pattern of the newly discovered phase C2/m-II, which is
the lowest in enthalpy of all the azide structures found, compared to the experimental X-Ray
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diffraction pattern at 8.4 GPa is displayed in Fig. 4.7. The experimental and theoretical
diffraction patterns agree well with at this pressure. This implies that C2/m-II is phase IV.
The crystal structure of phase III and phase V is still not clear.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between theoretical (Th.) and experimental (exp.) [71] X-Ray
diffraction patterns at 8.4 GPa. The newly discovered cesium azide polymorph C2/m-I
shows good agreement with the experimental X-Ray diffraction pattern.
4.3 Polymorphs of Ammonium Nitrate
Note to Reader
This chapter has been reprinted from J. Chem. Phys. 143, 234705 (2015) [102], with the
permission of AIP Publishing.
Due to the difficulty in predicting the high pressure polymorphs in the alkali azides as has
been discussed, our attention shifts to more widely studied materials with phase transitions
reported at high pressures. By predicting these polymorphs at high pressures we further
establish the validity of the structure search method for predicting polymorphs of molecular
crystals. Furthermore, these materials have industrial applications as EMs and understand-
ing their phase diagram is important. The capability of predicting polymorphs of molecular
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crystals has a broad impact on many EMs that are molecular crystals such as HMX, RDX,
TATB, ammonium nitrate, and others [110–112]. The polymorphism at ambient and high
pressures can have a profound impact on key properties of the EMs such as the density, det-
onation velocity, and shock sensitivity [113,114]. In addition, these materials have not been
reported to undergo a chemical transformation at high pressures (excluding decomposition)
which simplifies the comparison between theory and experiment.
Ammonium nitrate (AN-NH4NO3) has a rich variety of polymorphs (Phases I-VII) that have
been thoroughly characterized as a function of pressure [115–119]. The ambient pressure
and temperature phase IV of AN (AN-IV) adopts the orthorhombic structure with Pmmn
symmetry [120–122]. AN-IV has been reported to persist up to 27.4 GPa, and does not show
any signs of a phase transition [122]. However, careful analysis of the Raman spectra reveals
a phase transition occurs above 17 GPa (AN-IV to AN-IV’) if argon or no pressure medium
is used, whereas it does not occur if AN is compressed by helium pressure medium [120].
There is therefore a discrepancy between these two experiments on AN at high pressures,
which may be related to the effect of pressure medium [120].
The structural search for new polymorphs of AN is performed using USPEX. To find a new
phase, two formula units of AN are used in the unit cell. This choice is reasonable as several
other known AN phases, including AN-IV and disordered AN-II also have two formula units
per unit cell in addition to AN-I phase which contains one formula unit per unit cell [116].
The structure search is performed at 30 GPa, which is above the pressure of 17 GPa of the re-
ported phase transition. This is also a sensible choice as no other phase transition is reported
between 17 and 30 GPa at room temperature. The PBE functional is used as implemented
in the plane-wave Quantum Espresso package [123]. The empirical dispersive correction by
Grimme [99] is also added on to account for van der Waals interactions. Norm-conserving
pseudopotentials are used [124]. The accuracy of the calculation and choice of parameters
is justified by achieving the best agreement with available experimental data. The Raman
spectra of newly predicted structures are also calculated and compared with experiment
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to confirm the appearance of new peaks upon compression. The use of norm-conserving
pseudopotentials requires a large energy cutoff to accurately represent the wavefunctions
near the atomic cores. Specifically, 120 Ry energy cutoff and 0.05 A˚
−1
k-point sampling are
used to achieve good accuracy. Thermodynamic properties are calculated within the Quasi
Harmonic Approximation (QHA) by including the contribution to the free energy from the
normal mode vibrations. The acoustic sum rule is applied to the calculated frequencies
to preserve translational invariance. The vibrational spectrum and Raman intensities are
computed using density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) [125] within linear response
framework [106,126].
During the molecular crystal structure search a new phase of AN is found which has a
monoclinic unit cell with the P21/m space group symmetry [102]. The crystal structures
of phase IV of AN (AN-IV) and this new polymorph, referred to as AN-P21/m are shown
in Figs. 4.8(a) and (b) respectively. This new polymorph is associated with the phase
transition previously detected in experiment at 17 GPa through an observed change in Raman
spectrum [120]. Therefore, the crystal structures are shown at 17 GPa for AN-P21/m and 0
GPa for AN-IV, corresponding to the pressures where they exist.
The two crystal structures are almost identical, see Figure 4.8(a,b). The main difference
is that the ammonium molecules in AN-IV are symmetric about the b-axis, while in AN-
P21/m they are not. Instead, in AN-P21/m the ammonium molecules are rotated by about
38 degrees at 17 GPa along the c-axis. In addition, AN-P21/m has a monoclinic unit cell,
whereas AN-IV has an orthorhombic unit cell. The monoclinic lattice angle β in AN-P21/m
is just slightly less than 90° which means the unit cell is a slight monoclinic distortion from
AN-IV. As the pressure is decreased, the ammonium and nitrate molecules in AN-P21/m
begin to rotate slightly so that the molecular packing more closely resembles AN-IV, however
it does not transform into AN-IV and maintains the monoclinic P21/m symmetry for the
full pressure range. The rotation of the molecules is particularly pronounced as the pressure
is decreased from 5 to 0 GPa, which causes a simultaneous decrease of the monoclinic lattice
38
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Figure 4.8: Snapshot of (a) the AN-IV unit cell at 0 GPa and (b) the unit cell of the new
AN-P21/m phase at 17 GPa. Reprinted from J. Chem. Phys. 143, 234705 (2015) [102], with
the permission of AIP Publishing.
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Reprinted from J. Chem. Phys. 143, 234705 (2015) [102], with the permission of AIP
Publishing.
angle β. This interesting behavior is not the result of a phase transition, but rather a
structural change with pressure. As the monoclinic angle approaches 90°, AN-P21/m cell
approaches an orthorhombic unit cell similar to that of AN-IV and as it decreases less than
90°, AN-P21/m recedes from AN-IV. It turns out, the simultaneous rotation of the molecules
and decrease of the monoclinic lattice angle with pressure causes the enthalpy difference
between the structures to follow a similar trend, see Figure 4.9.
The difference in Gibbs free energy between AN-IV and AN-P21/m as a function of pressure,
shown in Figure 4.9, is calculated with and without the vdW correction [99] as well as with
and without the zero-point energy and thermal correction at room temperature. When the
thermal correction is not taken into account, the energy difference calculated either with
or without the vdW correction indicates that AN-P21/m structure is lower in energy at all
pressures, see Figure 4.9. AN-IV is expected to be the lowest energy phase at 0 GPa. When
the energy difference is calculated with the vdW, zero point energy and thermal correction
included (PBE+D2+300 K) the two phases are much closer in energy at ambient pressure.
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It is therefore found that the addition of the vdW contribution and the zero point energy and
thermal correction is absolutely necessary to reliably predict the energy ranking of different
phases of AN.
As seen from Figure 4.9, AN-IV phase is correctly predicted to be lower in free energy above
0.81 GPa and up to 10.83 GPa. More importantly, AN-P21/m becomes the lowest free
energy structure above 10.83 GPa which makes AN-P21/m the high pressure polymorph
of AN. This pressure is lower than experimental phase transition pressure of 17 GPa; the
difference is attributed to inaccuracy of DFT calculations discussed above.
In order to prove that AN-P21/m is the high pressure polymorph of AN, which appears
upon compression of AN-IV, the Raman spectra of both phases are calculated as a function
of pressure and compared to experiment [120], see Figure 4.10(a,b,c) and Figure 4.11. The
agreement between the experimental and theoretical Raman spectrum of AN-IV is good in
the pressure interval from 0 to 17 GPa. As can be seen from Figure 4.11 at 14 GPa both the
intensities and frequencies of the Raman-active modes are reproduced. The only exception is
the experimentally observed mode at 1,666 cm−1 which has been difficult to interpret in part
due to the presence of the overtone of theν2(NO3) asymmetric stretching mode [122, 127].
The fundamental frequency of the IR-only ν2(NO3) asymmetric stretching mode is calculated
to be 818.5 cm−1, therefore the overtone has a calculated frequency of 1,637 cm−1 which is
1.7 % lower than the frequency observed in experiment at 14 GPa. The frequency of this
overtone is displayed as a function of pressure in Figure 4.10(b), while the Raman intensity
of this mode is not possible to calculate as overtones are not included in quasi- harmonic
calculations. There is however a δ(H-N-H) deformational mode with Ag symmetry calculated
to have a weak Raman intensity with slightly higher frequency at 1,687 cm−1(1.2 % higher
than experiment) as shown in Figure 4.11. The Raman intensity of this mode may be too
weak to be observed in experiment, but it is important to point out that this mode exists.
Upon compression to pressures above 17 GPa, two additional features appearing in the
Raman spectrum indicate that AN-P21/m is the high pressure polymorph. First, AN-P21/m
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.10: Comparison between the experimental (black squares – Ref. [122] and triangles
– Ref. [120]) and theoretical Raman-active frequencies as a function of pressure for AN-
IV (dashed blue line) and AN-P21/m (solid red line). Figure (a) shows lattice modes and
librational modes, (b) shows N-O stretching and molecular deformational modes, and (c)
the N-H stretching modes. The phase transition pressure is marked at 17 GPa. Reprinted
from J. Chem. Phys. 143, 234705 (2015) [102], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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Figure 4.11: A comparison between the experimental [120] (solid black line) and theoretical
Raman spectra of AN-IV (thin solid blue line) and AN-P21/m (thick solid red line) crystals
as a function of pressure. The two modes near 500 cm−1 and 1,750 cm−1 at 33.1 GPa are
associated with the phase transition to AN-P21/m so they are marked with arrows in the
top panel. Reprinted from J. Chem. Phys. 143, 234705 (2015) [102], with the permission of
AIP Publishing.
structure has a NH4 librational mode near 500 cm
−1 at 33.1 GPa with symmetry Bg, marked
with an arrow in Figure 4.11, both the intensity and frequency of this mode being in good
agreement with experiment. In contrast, AN-IV does not have any Raman-active modes with
appreciable intensity in this region. There is an even sharper contrast between the Raman
spectra of these two phases, when compared to the experimentally observed mode near 1,750
cm−1 at 33.1 GPa. AN-IV does not have a Raman-active mode at this frequency, while AN-
P21/m has a HNH deformational mode with symmetry Bg (marked by another arrow in
Figure 4.11) that matches experiment well. Therefore, we conclude that the good agreement
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between the theoretical Raman spectra of AN-P21/m structure with experiment at pressures
above 17 GPa unambiguously demonstrates that this is the high pressure polymorph of AN.
4.4 Polymorphs of TKX-50
Note to Reader
This chapter has been reprinted from J. Phys.: Conf. Series, Just Accepted (2018). [103],
with the permission of IOP Science Publishing.
Another exciting nitrogen-rich EM, dihydroxylammonium 5,5´-bistetrazole-1,1´-diolate (TKX-
50), has been recently synthesized and demonstrated superior performance compared to com-
mon EMs. TKX-50 consists of a nitrogen-rich bistetrazole-diolate (C2N8O2) molecule in a
unit cell with two ammonium hydroxyl (NH3HO) molecules per one C2N8O2 molecule [128].
TKX-50 is a relatively new EM so it’s pressure-temperature phase diagram is still being
studied.
Raman measurements indicate a polymorphic phase transition when the ambient pressure
phase of TKX-50 is heated above 180◦ C [129]. Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations
carried out at high temperatures (˜1500 K) displayed hydrogen transfer from NH3OH to
C2N8O2 [129]. However, before the hydrogen transfer, the hydroxyammonium molecules ro-
tate to create a crystal structure in the P-1 space group that is believed to be responsible for
the peaks that appear in the experimental Raman spectrum above 180◦ C. It is not clear if
the P-1 structure found in the MD simulations is the lowest energy polymorph corresponding
to the global energy minimum. Another study found two intermediate structures that formed
upon heating TKX-50 at 0.8 GPa to 259◦ C and 336◦ C [130]. The first transition is asso-
ciated with the formation of ABTOX (2NH4)(C2N8O2) and the second transition with the
formation of (2NH3HO)(C2N8). The conclusions are based on observed features in measured
Raman spectra [130]. In another experiment a pressure induced phase transition between
the ambient phase and another phase has been observed above 30 GPa [131]. However, the
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Table 3: Crystal structure parameters for TKX-50 ambient pressure phase: theory and
experiment. Reprinted from J. Phys.: Conf. Series, Just Accepted (2018). [103], with the
permission of IOP Science Publishing.
Parameter Exp. [128] DFT: This Work DFT [131]
a(A˚) 5.487 5.559 5.537
b(A˚) 11.547 11.333 11.519
c(A˚) 6.483 6.389 6.448
β0(
◦) 95.40 96.32 96.11
V0(A˚
3) 408.97 400.10 408.90
crystal structure of this new phase has yet to be determined.
Crystal structure prediction was performed using USPEX. Molecular structure searches of
TKX-50 ((C2N8O2)+2(NH3HO)) are performed at pressures of 0 GPa, 20 GPa, and 40
GPa with two molecules of bistetrazole-diolate (C2N8O2) and four molecules of ammonium
hydroxyl (NH3HO) in the unit cell (two formula units). The searches at higher pressures are
not attempted as 42.4 GPa is the detonation pressure for TKX-50 [128]. Unique structures
within an enthalpy of 10 meV/atom from experimental ambient pressure phase of TKX-50
are kept and used for more accurate calculations of the enthalpy differences as a function of
pressure.
The enthalpy of the crystal structures generated by USPEX and additional calculations
are performed using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) [97] within density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in VASP [98] with
standard projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [100]. The enthalpy is calcu-
lated by minimizing the forces on the atoms and adjusting the lattice parameters to achieve
the desired pressure. The plane-wave basis set has an energy cutoff of 800 eV and a kpoint
density of 0.05A˚−1 to achieve a high level of accuracy for the relative enthalpy differences.
The D2 method by Grimme [99] is included to account for van der Waals interactions. The
structural parameters of the ambient pressure unit cell of TKX-50 is in good agreement with
experiment [128] and other theoretical calculations [131], see Table 3. Also, it has been shown
previously that the PBE+D2 method predicts the phase transition pressure in AN, which
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has similar functional groups as TKX-50 with O· · ·H-N hydrogen bonds, in good agreement
with experiment [102,120].
The structure search finds three unique phases of TKX-50 which are lower in enthalpy than
the ambient pressure phase. The ambient pressure phase has space group P21/c-I. Their
crystal structures including the ambient pressure phase are displayed in Figure 4.12(a-d).
The corresponding enthalpy differences are shown in Figure 4.13. At ambient pressure, we
find the P-1 phase ( Figure 4.12(a)) is lower in enthalpy by a small amount (3 meV/atom)
than the experimental phase P21/c-I (Figure 4.12(b)). The energy difference between these
two phases is too small to be resolved using standard density functional calculations so
we conclude that near ambient pressure the new P-1 phase is energetically competitive,
therefore, more research is necessary to determine whether the P-1 phase predicted in this
work corresponds to any of those observed in experiment.
At pressures above 19.9 GPa the C2/c phase (Figure 4.12(c)) becomes lower in enthalpy
than the P21/c-I phase, see Figure 4.13. The C2/c phase remains the lowest enthalpy phase
up to a pressure of 30.2 GPa when the P21/c-II phase (Figure 4.12(d)), becomes the lowest
in enthalpy, see Figure 4.13. At pressures above 30 GPa the P21/c-II phase becomes much
lower in enthalpy than all the other phases. The large energy difference at high pressure
provides confidence that the P21/c-II phase is the one that should be observed in experiment
at high pressures.
All of the TKX-50 crystal structures found in this work, including the ambient pressure
phase, have a monoclinic unit cell except of the P-1 phase. The P-1 phase has the lowest
symmetry of all the phases yet it has the simplest structure, see Figure 4.14. The unit cell
contains only one formula unit, the 5,5´-bis(tetrazole)-1,1´-diolate (C2N8O2) molecules are
symmetric in respect to each other, whereas the two hydroxylammonium (NH3HO) molecules
are anti-symmetric with one another, see Figure 4.14. Density functional molecular dynamics
simulations indicate proton transfer to bistetrazole to be the initial stages of decomposition
of TKX-50 [132]. The H-bonding in the crystal structure may affect the dynamics of proton
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(c) C2/c 19.9 GPa
(d) P21/c-II 30.2 GPa
(b) P21/c-I 0 GPa
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Figure 4.12: Crystal structures of TKX-50 discovered during the structure search shown in
the perspective at which the planar C2N8O2 molecules are positioned perpindicular to the
plane of visualization. (a) P-1 phase, (b) P21/c-I ambient pressure phase, (c) C2/c phase,
and (d) P21/c-II phase. Reprinted from J. Phys.: Conf. Series, Just Accepted (2018). [103],
with the permission of IOP Science Publishing.
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Figure 4.13: The relative enthalpy differences between the ambient pressure phase P21/c-I,
and the phases found during the search. At ambient pressure the P-1 phase is lower in
enthalpy than P21/c-I by a small amount (3 meV/atom). Reprinted from J. Phys.: Conf.
Series, Just Accepted (2018). [103], with the permission of IOP Science Publishing.
transfer, and can therefore impact the decomposition and sensitivity of the material. In
this structure, each O atom in the C2N8O2 molecule has only one hydrogen bond with the
NH3HO molecule, which is in contrast to the ambient pressure phase which has three O· · ·H
bonds, see Figure 4.14. The hydrogen bond length in the P-1 phase is also slightly larger
at 1.714 A˚than the hydrogen bond length in the ambient pressure phase at 1.558 A˚, see
Figure 4.14. There are two H· · ·N hydrogen bonds with a minimum hydrogen bond length
of 1.605 A˚, which is in contrast to the ambient pressure phase which does not have any
H· · ·N hydrogen bonds, see Figure 4.14.
The ambient pressure P21/c-I phase has two C2N8O2 molecules in the unit cell that are
oriented antisymmetrically with respect to one another, see Figure 4.14. The hydroxylam-
monium molecules are between adjacent C2N8O2 molecules and are on either side of the
C2N8O2 molecules, which results in two H· · ·O hydrogen bonds, see Figure 4.14.
The high pressure P21/c-II lattice has the same space group as the ambient pressure phase,
but the orientation of the molecules is different. The two C2N8O2 are shifted across the
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Figure 4.14: The intermolecular geometries of TKX-50 phases at 0 GPa: P21/c-I phase
shown in the top left , P-1 phase shown in the top right , and P21/c-II phase shown in
the bottom right . Hydrogen bonds are displayed by dashed lines; corresponding bond
lengths are shown in the tables. Hydrogen bonds greater than 2.10 A˚or passing through the
crystal boundary are not displayed. Reprinted from J. Phys.: Conf. Series, Just Accepted
(2018). [103], with the permission of IOP Science Publishing.
b-axis and rotated by about 180◦ around the crystallographic b-axis with respect to one
another, see Figure 4.14. The hydroxylammonium molecules are sandwiched between the
C2N8O2 molecules, thus creating two H· · ·O hydrogen bonds. In addition, there are two
N· · ·H hydrogen bonds, see Figure 4.14. This structure has the longest minimum hydrogen
bond length of 1.716 A˚with a nitrogen atom, see Figure 4.14.
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5 Computational Discovery of Group-I Pentazolates
The structure searches that have been presented thus far are restricted to polymorphs,
primarily focused on the alkali azides. In order to investigate the possibility of a chemical
transformation to a high-nitrogen content material a more thorough search is required. The
convex hull must be calculated to determine what pressure NaN3 is stable, whether anything
other stoichiometries are on the convex hull, and to determine if NaN3 will disproportionate
into compounds with different stoichiometries at high pressures.
5.1 Sodium Pentazolate NaN5
Note to Reader
This chapter has been reprinted from Chem Phys. Lett. 643, 21 (2016). [62], with the per-
mission of Elsevier Publishing.
The convex hull at a range of pressures up to 100 GPa for the NaxNy system is given in
Figure 5.1(a) [62]. The reference structures for the convex hull are α-N2, -N2, and cg-N for
nitrogen and bcc-Na and fcc-Na for sodium each taken at corresponding pressure of their
stability. Snapshots of several of the crystal structures found during the search are given in
Figure 5.2. In order to further justify the adequate performance of the PBE functional in
predicting accurate formation enthalpies, the convex hull at 50 GPa has been calculated using
both PBE functional and the hybrid HSE06 functional [133], see comparison in Figure 5.3.
The HSE06 formation enthalpies for most of the compounds are slightly higher than those
calculated using PBE functional, with exception of Na3N which has lower HSE06 formation
enthalpy. Overall, both HSE06 and PBE convex hulls are very similar. The HSE06 functional
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Figure 5.1: (a) Pressure-composition phase diagram of new Na-N crystal phases discovered
in simulations. (b) Convex hull diagram at pressures 0.5, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 100 GPa.
Solid squares represent thermodynamically stable phases, open circles – metastable phases.
Reprinted from Chem Phys. Lett. 643, 21 (2016). [62], with the permission of Elsevier
Publishing.
N‐N: 1.30 Å
(a) P2/c‐NaN5  at 0 GPa (b) Cm‐NaN5 at 20 GPa (c) Pbam‐Na2N5 at 0 GPa
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Figure 5.2: Several newly-predicted NaxNy crystals at pressures corresponding to where they
are thermodynamically stable, or in the case of P2/c-NaN5 and Pbam-Na2N5 metastable at 0
GPa. The space group-composition of each structure is shown as well as the N bond length.
Reprinted from Chem Phys. Lett. 643, 21 (2016). [62], with the permission of Elsevier
Publishing.
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Figure 5.3: A comparison between the convex hull’s calculated with PBE and HSE06 at 50
GPa with zero-point energies (ZPE) included. Reprinted from Chem Phys. Lett. 643, 21
(2016). [62], with the permission of Elsevier Publishing.
is considered to be state-of-the-art and gives formation enthalpies and atomization energies
close to experiment across a wide range of molecules and crystals [134]. Therefore, the
similarity of the two curves demonstrates a good accuracy of the PBE calculations of the
systems under study.
One interesting result from the structure search was that NaN3 no longer resides on the
convex hull above 50 GPa, thus implying it is thermodynamically unstable beyond this pres-
sure. This results is also reproduced with the HSE06 functional, see Figure 5.3. Therefore,
upon compression in a diamond anvil cell (DAC) above 50 GPa, NaN3 will transform into a
combination of NaxNy phases.
In contrast to NaN3 which is not on the convex hull at high pressures, the crystal phases
P2/c-NaN5, Cm-NaN5, and Pbam-Na2N5, shown in Figure 5.2(a-c) are on the convex hull
from 20 GPa for NaN5 and 30 GPa for Na2N5 up to 100 GPa see Figure 5.1 (b). These are the
most interesting of all the newly discovered materials since they contain pentazole molecules
that can be potential sources of unidentified Raman peaks in experiments on compression of
NaN3 at high pressures [60]. NaN5 may be synthesized by compressing NaN3 above 50 GPa,
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Figure 5.4: The relative enthalpy of the two phases with NaN5 stoichiometry. Reprinted
from Chem Phys. Lett. 643, 21 (2016). [62], with the permission of Elsevier Publishing.
since NaN3 becomes unstable above this pressure. Alternatively, direct synthesis of NaN5
can be facilitated by heating and compressing NaN3 in a DAC using a nitrogen-rich pressure
medium via the following chemical reaction, N2+NaN3→NaN5.
In order for these materials to be useful as EMs they must at least be metastable at ambient
conditions. At 0 GPa the lowest energy polymorph of NaN5 is P2/c-NaN5, see Figure 5.2(a),
while Pbam-Na2N5, see Figure 5.2(c), remains the only polymorph of Na2N5. The transition
pressure between the high-pressure Cm phase of NaN5 (Cm-NaN5) and the zero pressure
phase (P2/c-NaN5) is calculated to be 16.5 GPa, see Figure 5.4.
The dynamical stability of the crystal phases P2/c-NaN5 and Pbam-Na2N5 is determined
using two independent methods. First, the phonon dispersion curves are calculated and show
the absence of any imaginary frequencies at 0 GPa in the entire Brillouin zone; see Figure
5.5(a,b). As an independent check of the dynamical stability of these two phases at 0 GPa,
DFT molecular dynamics simulations at 1,000 K are also performed in the NVT ensemble
with a 0.5 fs time step for 10 ps and no chemical decomposition is observed. This implies
that both of these phases are dynamically stable at 0 GPa.
The phonon frequencies at the gamma point, shown in Figure 5.5(a,b), can be useful in
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(b)
Figure 5.5: Phonon dispersion curves for the crystal phases (a) Pbam-Na2N5 and (b) P2/c-
NaN5 at 0 GPa. The lack of imaginary frequencies in the full Brillouin zone shows both
phases that are dynamically stable at 0 GPa. Reprinted from Chem Phys. Lett. 643, 21
(2016). [62], with the permission of Elsevier Publishing.
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Table 4: Calculated Mulliken charges and Mayer Bond Orders for the nitrogen atoms and
bonds in each new crystal at 0 GPa. Reprinted from Chem Phys. Lett. 643, 21 (2016). [62],
with the permission of Elsevier Publishing.
Structure N-cluster Charge Bond Order
P2/c-NaN5 N5 -0.166 1.42
Pbam-Na2N5 N5 -0.306 1.20
P4/mmm-NaN2 N2 -0.340 2.09
Cmmm-NaN2-II N-chain -0.320 1.17
Cmcm-NaN N2 -0.630 1.46
identifying these newly predicted phases using vibrational spectroscopic methods such as
Raman and infrared spectroscopy. The modes in the interval 80-250 cm−1 are the lattice
modes as well as pentazole librational modes in both phases. The modes at 635 cm−1 in
Pbam-Na2N5 and 766 cm
−1 in P2/c-NaN5 are bending modes of the pentazole molecule. The
modes near 900 cm−1 in Pbam-Na2N5 and 990 cm−1 in P2/c-NaN5 are deformational modes
of the pentazole molecule. At higher frequencies are the breathing modes of the pentazole
molecule with the symmetric stretch located at 1,050 cm−1 in Pbam-Na2N5 and 1,170 cm−1
in P2/c-NaN5. All the frequencies given here are at 0 GPa.
The bonding in the pentazole anions in NaN5 and Na2N5 is aromatic, which is reflected in
the calculated bond lengths and bond orders. The N–N bond lengths in the pentazoles are
between the N–N single bond (1.449 A˚ as in hydrazine [135]) and double bond ( 1.252 A˚ as
in trans-diimine, [136]); see Figure 5.2(a-c). The calculated bond orders are also between
the single (1.0) and double (2.0) bond; see Table 4. The charge (-0.83 e) and the bond order
(1.42) are also close to those found in the gas-phase N−5 anion (-1 e and 1.45 respectively),
which shows the structural and chemical similarity of the N−5 anion in both gas phase and
crystalline NaN5 environments. The calculated band structure demonstrates that P2/c-NaN5
is an insulator with a band gap of 5 eV while Pbam-Na2N5 is metallic.
There is some evidence for the appearance of the new sodium pentazolate structures predicted
in this work in experiments by Eremets et al [60]. At pressures above 80 GPa, and a
temperature of about 3,000 K, the peaks in the Raman spectrum associated with sodium
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Figure 5.6: Theoretical Raman spectrum of Cm-NaN5 (red dashed line) compared to the
experimental Raman spectrum [60](black solid line). The calculated N−2 stretching frequency
for Cmmm-NaN2-I is marked by an arrow. Reprinted from Chem Phys. Lett. 643, 21
(2016). [62], with the permission of Elsevier Publishing.
azide were found to disappear. This is in agreement with the theoretical prediction made
in this paper that sodium azide becomes thermodynamically unstable at high pressures.
More significantly, the Raman spectrum of the newly predicted sodium pentazolate phase
Cm-NaN5 shows good agreement with that in experiment; see Figure 5.6. In particular, the
agreement is best near 760 cm−1 (the pentazole bending mode) and near 1,150 cm−1 (the
pentazole deformation mode). Unfortunately, interference from the diamond first order peak
inhibits the detection of the pentazole stretching mode, see Figure 5.6. Also, in agreement
with experiment, the Cm-NaN5 phase has two lattice modes with appreciable intensity at 307
cm−1 and 440 cm−1 compared to the experimental frequencies at 320 cm−1 and 580 cm−1.
The relatively large difference between the experimental and theoretical frequencies of the
second peak may be due the non-hydrostatic effects at 80 GPa which are not considered
in our calculations. In addition, it is highly unlikely that NaN3 will be fully converted
into the pure NaN5 compound. Therefore a one-to-one correspondence between theory and
experiment is not expected due to possible appearance of unidentified nitrogen-containing
species as well as bulk sodium upon compression and heating of NaN3.
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The agreement between the theoretical and experimental frequencies of the Raman-active
modes of NaN5 at room temperature as a function of pressure are also remarkably good, see
Figure 5.7. As shown in Figure 5.7, the internal Raman active modes of the pentazole in NaN5
with frequencies 760 cm−1 and 1,150 cm−1 appear in the experimental spectra above 50 GPa
that are not from the initial azide compound. This is in agreement with the prediction that
NaN5 becomes stable above 20 GPa. Since these measurements are performed by compressing
NaN3 at room temperature without additional heating, it expected that complete conversion
of NaN3 into NaN5 is not achieved. That is why the peaks from sodium azide (NaN3) are still
present in the experimental spectrum up to 100 GPa, see Figure 5.7. Overall, the agreement
between theory and experiment suggests the synthesis of the predicted NaN5 compound.
5.2 Cesium Pentazolate CsN5
Note to Reader
This chapter has been reprinted with permission from Chem. Mater. 29, 735 (2017). [82].
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Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
Although the discovery of the stability NaN5 consisting of N
−
5 anions is interesting, the
experimental evidence for its existence is solely relying on the Raman spectra, which does
not directly probe the crystal structure. In order to provide a more definitive conclusion
about whether alkali pentazolates exist at high pressures in the RN5 stoichiometry, another
structure search is conducted for cesium polynitrogen compounds at high pressures [82]. The
cesium atoms in the crystal structure reflect much more strongly in an X-Ray diffraction
pattern than sodium so the X-Ray diffraction pattern would be much higher quality.
The crystal structure search for new CsxNy compounds is performed using USPEX [85,137,
138]. The convex hull is first constructed during variable composition search at several
pressures, 0.5 GPa, 30 GPa, and 60 GPa, followed by fixed stoichiometry crystal structure
search using up to 8 formula units per unit cell. First-principles calculations are performed
by employing the PBE GGA [97] to DFT as implemented in VASP DFT package [98]. PAW
pseudopotentials [100] and plane wave basis set with an energy cutoff of 600 eV and a 0.05
A˚
−1
k-point sampling of the Brillouin zone are used for structure search. To describe a
substantial overlap of electron density between nitrogen atoms in triply-bonded N2, a hard
pseudopotential for N and correspondingly higher cutoff of 1000 eV is used to produce the
accurate convex hulls. The dispersive correction due to Grimme [99] is added to DFT energy
and forces to take into account the long-range van der Waals forces, which are significant in
the system under investigation due to the large polarizability of Cs atoms.
The convex hull for the CsxNy system is given in Figure 5.8(a). The reference structures
for calculating the formation enthalpy are the α-N2, -N2, and cg-N [6, 9] crystal phases for
nitrogen, and the bcc-Cs and Cmca-Cs (Phase V) phases for Cs [139], each taken at its
corresponding pressure of stability. The calculations demonstrate that cesium pentazolate
salt CsN5, consisting of pentazolate anion rings (N
−
5 ) and cesium cations, is on the convex
hull at just 15 GPa (Figure 5.8(a)). The relative enthalpy difference between the mixture
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Figure 5.8: (a) Convex hull diagram at pressures up to 60 GPa. Solid squares represent
stable phases, open circles – metastable phases, large red circles – stable CsN5 phase on
the convex hulls. (b) Relative enthalpy difference between two cesium pentazolate (CsN5)
polymorphs and the ε-N2 phase of solid nitrogen plus the C2/m-CsN3 phase of cesium azide
as a function of pressure. Reprinted with permission from Chem. Mater. 29, 735 (2017). [82].
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
of cesium azide plus di-nitrogen (CsN3+N2) and reference pentazolate phase Pbca-CsN5,
plotted in Figure 5.8(b), indicates that CsN5 is energetically preferred above a relatively low
pressure of 9.1 GPa.
CsN5 consists of isolated N5 pentazolate anions and Cs cations as shown in the predicted
crystal structures displayed in Figure 5.9. In order to predict the stability of cesium pentazo-
late, compounds other than CsN5 must also be predicted at high pressures in order to ensure
the stability of CsN5 relative to these other high pressure CsxNy materials. The other com-
pounds that are predicted are as follows; Cs2N5 that also consist of pentazolate molecules,
CsN3 which consists of azides from 0-50 GPa and then N6 rings above 50 GPa, CsN2 which
consists of diatomic N2 anions from 0-40 GPa and then infinite chains of nitrogen above 40
GPa, Cs4N6 which consist of N6 rings from 30 to 60 GPa, CsN which also consist of diatomic
N2 anions from 0-40 GPa and then N4 chains above 40 GPa, Cs3N2 and Cs2N that also con-
tains N2 anions, and finally Cs3N which consists of isolated nitrogen atoms. The summary
of the stability pressures for each compound is given in the phase diagram in Figure 5.10.
Note that although Cs2N5 and CsN3 are not on the hull at 60 GPa, see Figure 5.8, the R2N5
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(a)  Pbca‐CsN5 60 GPa
(b)  P‐1‐CsN5 60 GPa
Figure 5.9: Crystal structures of two energetically competitive cesium pentazolate (CsN5)
polymorphs at 60 GPa discovered during the structure search: (a) Pbca-CsN5; (b) P-1 -
CsN5. Reprinted with permission from Chem. Mater. 29, 735 (2017). [82]. Copyright 2018
American Chemical Society.
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stoichiometry is on the hull for R=Na, and RN3 is on the hull at lower pressures for both
R=Cs and R=Na as shown in Figure 5.1 [101].
To synthesize the newly predicted cesium pentazolate salt, cesium azide is loaded into a
DAC together with N2 cryogenic liquid, compressed to high pressures, and then laser heated.
Laser-heating the CsN3+N2 mixture at ca 60 GPa results in a remarkable change in both the
XRD pattern and the Raman spectrum of the quenched compound. Visual observation of the
DAC encapsulated material indicates the presence of a transparent material exactly at the
laser heated spot as shown in the inset to Fig. 5.11(a). Examination of XRD patterns reveal
the appearance of new intense and narrow Bragg peaks with a simultaneous disappearance
of the broad CsN3 peaks. The Bragg peaks of the new phase are well indexed using the
theoretically predicted P-1-CsN5 structure. Preferred orientation (spotty Debye rings) and
strongly anisotropic peak broadening effects, which are normal in HP-HT synthesis, prevent
us from a full structural refinement (Rietveld) of the positional parameters. The resultant
Le Bail-fitted and experimental XRD patterns at 60 GPa, shown in Fig. 5.11(a), are well-
matched. The lattice parameters obtained from the Le Bail refinement are close to those
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Figure 5.11: (a) Measured X-Ray diffraction patterns (black circles) after laser heating
against the Le Bail fit (red solid line) using the predicted P-1 -CsN5. Vertical red ticks mark
positions of Bragg peaks. The blue line is the difference between the measured and fitted
intensities. The inset shows a microphotograph of the sample after heating in transmitted
light, indicating the transparency of the synthesized phase. (b) Comparison of the measured
and calculated pressure versus volume equation of state (EOS) for the synthesized compound:
experimental data are plotted with solid symbols, whereas theoretical predictions – by open
symbols and lines. Also shown are the experimental (P,V) points corresponding to CsN3
at 33 GPa and the EOS of CsN3+N2 mixture before laser heating (LH). Reprinted with
permission from Chem. Mater. 29, 735 (2017). [82]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical
Society.
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Table 5: Comparison between the theoretical lattice parameters of P-1-CsN5 and those
obtained from the experimental refinement at 60 GPa. Reprinted with permission from
Chem. Mater. 29, 735 (2017). [82]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
Quantity Exp. Refinement Theory Difference
a(A˚) 6.784 6.703 -1.19 %
b(A˚) 7.884 7.767 -1.48 %
c(A˚) 6.581 6.552 -0.44 %
α 85.136◦ 80.689◦ -5.22 %
β 94.344◦ 95.115◦ 0.81 %
γ 89.934◦ 85.421◦ -5.01 %
V(A˚3) 349.75 333.74 -4.58 %
predicted by theory, see Table 5. In particular, the experimental and theoretical unit cell
volumes differ by less than 5 %, which is within the expected accuracy of DFT calculations
[140].
The comparison between the experimental pressure versus volume equation of state (EOS)
with the theoretical EOS of CsN5 and various candidate structures obtained during the
evolutionary structure search is shown in Figure 5.11(b). The experimental EOS matches
the theoretical EOSs well for both P-1-CsN5 and Pbca-CsN5 phases in the full range of
applied pressures. In addition, the measured EOS is compared to the theoretical EOS of
other crystals also predicted to be stable at 60 GPa, Cs4N6 and Cs2N5. However, as can be
seen in Figure 5.11(b), the calculated volumes of these structures are significantly higher than
those of CsN5 in the same pressure range. In addition, the experimental volume of CsN3+N2
after laser heating is 10% less than the sum of volumes of CsN3 and N2 before laser heating
at a given pressure. This provides a strong indication of major atomic rearrangements to
form N5 rings during the conversion of CsN3+N2 to CsN5.
As evidenced from XRD measurements and optical observations, the newly synthesized and
optically transparent phase of CsN5 remains stable down to 18 GPa. Below this pressure the
disappearance of the crystalline pattern from XRD measurements indicates the formation
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Figure 5.12: (a) Experimental Raman spectra of the CsN3+N2 mixture at 65 GPa before
laser heating (LH) (black curve), and of CsN5 after LH (red curve) then upon decompression
to 55 GPa (green curve) and 28 GPa (amber curve) . Theoretical Raman spectrum of P-
1 -CsN5 polymorph (blue curve) is also shown for comparison. Arrows indicate N
−
5 peaks
while the asterisk identifies an artifact of the measurements, see discussion in the text. (b)
Comparison of pressure dependence of experimental and theoretical frequencies of Raman-
active modes of CsN5: theory - black lines, experiment - colored symbols connected by
different colored lines for different modes. The light blue line represents the lower frequency
of the first order Raman scattering of diamond. Reprinted with permission from Chem.
Mater. 29, 735 (2017). [82]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
of an amorphous substance. The optical transparency of the material in the laser-heated
spot, indicating a wide band gap material, is another confirmation of the synthesis of a CsN5
compound. All other predicted stable and metastable compounds are calculated to be either
metallic or small-band-gap semiconductors (Eg < 1.3 eV) in the same pressure range. Hence,
they would be optically opaque, if observed. The calculated band structure of the P-1 phase
of CsN5 confirms that cesium pentazolate is an optically transparent insulator with a band
gap of 3.2 eV at 60 GPa.
The Raman spectra obtained after laser heating reveal the disappearance of the Raman
modes of the azide anion N−3 : sharp peaks ν2 at 656 cm
−1, ν1 at 1,490 cm−1, and the broad
peak in the 1,750-2,000 cm−1 frequency range (Figure 5.12(a)). The ν1 mode is a shoulder
to the first-order diamond Raman peak (from the diamond culets), which is also seen in
the Raman spectra of CsN3+N2 taken at increasing pressures upon compression before laser
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Table 6: Raman mode assignments and corresponding experimental and theoretical Raman
frequencies and pressure-dependent slopes (∂ω/∂) PT . The frequencies and slopes are re-
ported at two different pressures: the high frequency modes – at 35 GPa (the diamond-anvil
Raman peak shields sample peaks at higher pressures); the low frequency N−5 bending dou-
blet – at 40 GPa (these modes are not clearly resolved at lower pressures). Reprinted with
permission from Chem. Mater. 29, 735 (2017). [82]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical
Society.
Raman mode
assignment
Frequency
(Exp.) cm−1
Frequency
(Calc.) cm−1
Pressure slope
(∂ω/∂P )T
(Exp.)
cm−1GPa−1
Pressure slope
(∂ω/∂P )T
(Calc.)
cm−1GPa−1
Anti-symmetric
N−5 breathing
1270 (35 GPa) 1338.5 (35 GPa) 2.88 2.13
Symmetric N−5
breathing
1246 (35 GPa) 1287.2 (35 GPa) 3.19 1.80
N−5
anti-symmetric
breathing and
deformation
1158 (35 GPa) 1121.4 (35 GPa) 0.43 0.75
N−5 bend 785 (40 GPa) 786.2 (40 GPa) 0.62 0.55
N−5 bend and
libration
716 (40 GPa) 762.5 (40 GPa) 0.76 0.07
N−5 libration
and lattice
modes
310 (35 GPa) 308.2 (35 GPa) 2.71 2.92
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heating. New Raman peaks appear between 700 and 850 cm−1, and at 1,170 cm−1, and
1,320 cm−1, the latter being seen only below 60 GPa due to the screening by the diamond-
anvil Raman peak at higher pressures. Both the relative intensities and the frequencies of
the experimentally observed Raman peaks are in agreement with those of the theoretically
predicted Raman modes of P-1-CsN5 (Figure 5.12(a)). The observed Raman modes at 55
GPa are assigned as follows: 1,320 cm−1 – N−5 ring breathing; 1,170 cm
−1 – N−5 antisymmetric
N-N breathing and angle deformations, and 700-850 cm−1 – N−5 ring bending and librational
modes.
Mode assignments for each experimentally measured mode as well as corresponding fre-
quencies and pressure-dependent slopes (∂ω/∂P )T are compared with those calculated by
theory and given in Table 6. The comparison of the pressure dependencies of measured
and predicted Raman frequencies (Figure 5.12(b)) shows very good overall agreement, both
decreasing smoothly upon pressure reduction.
A broad Raman feature appearing in the low frequency region around 300 cm−1 is prob-
ably the convolution of the multiple closely-spaced lattice modes that are broadened due
to local non-hydrostatic conditions in the sample’s chamber. Its experimental frequency is
determined as the maximum of this bump and is plotted as a function of pressure in Figure
5.12(b) and reported in Table 6. The calculated frequency of this “average” lattice mode is
determined by selecting the most intense Raman peak in this frequency interval. Additional
closely spaced Raman bands that appear in the calculated Raman spectrum are not observed
in the experimental data due to their weak intensity and close proximity to stronger intensity
bands. Therefore, these additional modes are not plotted in Figure 5.12(b), but can be seen
in Figure 5.12(a).
The N−5 bending doublet modes (Table 6) that appear in the frequency interval 700–850
cm−1 have a very weak intensity. The reduced signal-to-noise ratio in this spectral region
overlaps with the high fluorescence background present in the samples synthesized at HP-HT
conditions, which is specifically seen at 55 GPa. To address this challenge, the N−5 bending
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doublet modes are identified as those that consistently appear at various pressures, and at a
given pressure have the same frequencies regardless of various probing points of the sample.
This procedure gives us two clear modes in this frequency interval 700–850 cm−1, which
can be traced down to 40 GPa. At lower pressures one mode disappears, and the other
is traced down to 20 GPa, see Figures 5.12(a) and 5.12(b). This observation matches well
with the trends predicted by theory: as seen from Figure S5, the intensity of these modes
substantially decreases with pressure. These modes are marked by arrows in Figure 5.12(a).
There is an additional feature in the Raman spectra in this frequency interval measured upon
decompression, which does not consistently appear at each pressure and does not display
any pressure dependence. We conclude that this random signal arises from the broad high
intensity fluorescence background and thus it is marked with an asterisk in Figure 5.12(a)
to identify this artifact.
Upon pressure release, the intensity of the Raman modes of CsN5 drops substantially, and
only the most intense internal N5 mode (1,236 cm
−1) and the intense broad feature at the
low frequency interval (0-550 cm−1) are observed below 20 GPa (5.12(b)). Upon further
release of pressure below 18 GPa, all Raman modes other than the one corresponding to
high frequency nitrogen vibrons disappear. The N2 vibrons are always present because
nitrogen is the pressure transmitting medium. Thus, XRD, Raman measurements and optical
observations indicate the disappearance of crystalline CsN5 below 18 GPa. As no signal from
any crystalline substance is observed, we conclude that the CsN5 compound amorphizes
below this pressure, rather than decomposes to elemental compounds. This trend has also
been observed in other materials synthesized at high pressures [141].
5.3 Potassium Pentazolate KN5 and other Potassium Polynitrides
Note to Reader
This chapter has been reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A 121 (46) 8955-8961
(2017) [142]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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In order to complete the investigation of alkali polynitrogen compounds the high pressure
chemistry of potassium polynitrides is also investigated [142]. The results are fairly similar
as those found for Cs and Na, but with a few differences which demonstrates the significance
of the alkali metal on the chemistry of these materials.
The search for new nitrogen-rich potassium polynitrogen compounds of varying stoichiometry
is performed at 30, 60 GPa and 80 GPa using USPEX. The initial variable composition search
is performed using 8-20 atoms/unit cell and its quality is verified by predicting the known
phases of potassium azide [61, 75, 76]. After the variable composition search is completed,
fixed-compositions structure searches with larger number of atoms (up to 24 atoms/unit cell)
are performed to find the lowest enthalpy structure for each composition.
The PBE GGA functional is used [97] within DFT as implemented in VASP [98]. The dis-
persive correction due to Grimme [99] is added to the DFT energy, forces, and stresses to
take into account vdW interactions. A comparison of the calculated lattice parameters to
experiment for the potassium azide crystal at ambient conditions given in Table 7 demon-
strates that PBE+vdW functional with vdW correction gives lattice parameters in good
agreement with experiment (error being less than 1.1 %), thus providing justification for us-
ing PBE+vdW in DFT calculations. For the structure search, PAW pseudopotentials [100]
and plane wave basis sets are used with an energy cutoff of 430 eV and a 0.07 A˚
−1
k-point
sampling. After the structure search is completed, more accurate calculations are performed
to compute the convex hulls using hard PAW pseudopotentials for N with inner core radii
of 0.582 A˚for N, and energy cutoff of 1,000 eV and 0.05 A˚
−1
k-point sampling
The structure search finds several polynitrogen species stable at high pressures, see Figure
5.13(a-g). The following compounds containing the nitrogen components are found (listed
from the most N-rich to the least N-rich stoichiometries and labeled by stoichiometry followed
by space group symmetry): (1) K2N16-P6/mcc crystal, consisting of planes of fused 18 atom
rings forming an extended planar network of N atoms and K atoms in between the nitrogen
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(a)    K2N16-P6/mcc 70 GPa: Top view
Side view
(b)    KN5-Pca21 15 GPa
(d)    K2N5-Pmma 50 GPa
- K
- N
(e)    K4N6-P-1 50 GPa
(c)    K2N6-P6/mmm 40 GPa
(f)    K4N4-P-1 22.6 GPa
AB 
stacking
Figure 5.13: Snapshots of several potassium polynitrides discovered in the variable com-
position KxNy structure search at the pressures they become stable. The novel extended
hexagonal K2N16 compound, containing layered polynitrogen, stable above 70 GPa is shown
in the (a) ab plane and (b) ac plane. (c) Crystal structure of KN5 stable above 15 GPa, (d)
Crystal structure of K2N6 at 40 GPa, (e) Crystal structure of K2N5 at 50 GPa, (f) Crystal
structure of K4N6 at 50 GPa, and (g) Crystal structure of K4N4 at 20 GPa. Reprinted
with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A 121 (46) 8955-8961 (2017) [142]. Copyright 2018
American Chemical Society.
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Table 7: Theoretical lattice parameters calculated using PBE GGA and PBE plus vdW D2
corrections (PBE+vdW) compared with experiment for potassium azide KN3-I4/mcm at
ambient conditions. Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A 121 (46) 8955-8961
(2017) [142]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
Parameter Experiment [75] PBE+vdW PBE
a=b(A˚) 6.1109 6.1177 (0.1 %) 6.2297 (1.9 %)
c(A˚) 7.0975 7.0051 (-1.3 %) 7.2093 (1.6 %)
V(A˚3) 265.043 262.11 (-1.1 %) 279.75 (5.5 %)
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.14: (a) KxNy convex hull diagram from 15-100 GPa. Solid symbols are stable and
open symbols – metastable phases. (b) Theoretical phase diagram for KxNy. Reprinted
with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A 121 (46) 8955-8961 (2017) [142]. Copyright 2018
American Chemical Society.
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Table 8: Average Mulliken charges and Mayer bond orders for potassium polynitrogen com-
pounds at 0 GPa discovered during the structure search at high pressures. Reprinted with
permission from J. Phys. Chem. A 121 (46) 8955-8961 (2017) [142]. Copyright 2018 Amer-
ican Chemical Society.
Structure Nitrogen molecule Charge on N
atom
Bond Order
KN5-Pca21 N5 ring -0.17 1.41
K2N6-P6/mmm N6 ring -0.23 1.19
K2N5-Pmma N5 ring -0.27 1.16
K4N6-P-1 N6 ring -0.41 1.05
K4N4-P-1 N4 chain -0.37 1.18
planes, see (Figure 5.13a and b); (2) KN5-Pca21 crystal, which consists of N5 pentazole
rings (Figure 5.13c), (3) K2N6-P6/mmm crystal, which consists of N6 hexazine rings (Figure
5.13d), (4) K2N5-Pmma crystal, which consists of N5 pentazole rings (Figure 5.13e); (5)
K4N6-P-1 crystal, which consists of N6 hexazine rings (Figure 5.13f) similar to what is found
in case of Cs [82]; (6) K4N4-P-1 crystal consisting of N4 chains (Figure 5.13g) also similar to
what is found in case of Cs [80,82]. The calculated convex hulls at pressures 15, 30, 60 and
80 GPa are shown in Figure 5.14(a), whereas the phase diagram for all predicted structures
is shown in Figure 5.14(b).
The charges and bond orders for the potassium polynitrides given in the Table 8 are similar
to those found in analogous crystals of other alkali polynitrides. The bond orders for most
polynitrogen species are just slightly larger than 1 except for potassium pentazolate (KN5),
which has a bond order of 1.41, see Table 8. This is because of aromatic nature of the bond
in the pentazole that increases the strength of the bond. The K2N6 and K4N6 stoichiometries
have conjugated N-N bonds with a bond order close to 1 and a total charge greater than 1
on the N6 ring, see Table 8. The K4N6 stoichiometry has the largest charge transfer from
potassium to nitrogen atoms with a total charge greater than 2 on the N6 ring. The large
amount of ionic bonding makes this structure stable even though the bond order is the lowest
of the polynitrogen species predicted in this work, see Table 8.
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Table 9: Comparison of the stoichiometries and corresponding nitrogen oligomers for ther-
modynamically stable nitrogen-rich alkali polynitrides in the interval of pressures from 0 at
to 100 GPa. The data for KxNy are from ref. [142], LixNy - from Ref. [83], NaxNy - from
Ref. [62], RbxNy- from Ref. [143], and CsxNy- from Refs. [80,82]. Reprinted with permission
from J. Phys. Chem. A 121 (46) 8955-8961 (2017) [142]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical
Society.
Stoichiometry
(RxNy)
Alkali Metal N oligomer Pressure
R2N16 K fused N18 rings 70 GPa
RN5 Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs N
−
5 pentazole
rings
˜15 GPa
R2N6 Li, K, Cs, Rb N
−
6 hexazine rings 40-100 GPa
R2N5 Na, K, Cs N
−
5 pentazole
rings
30-50 GPa
RN2 Li, Na, Rb, Cs N chains 50-60 GPa
R4N6 K, Rb, Cs N
−
6 hexazine rings 30-60 GPa
R4N4 K, Rb, Cs N
−
4 chains 20-45 GPa
R3N3 Rb N
−
3 bent chains 10 GPa
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Since all alkali metals are monovalent, it is expected that the alkali polynitrides will be
very similar. A summary of the alkali polynitrogen compounds that have been theoretically
predicted are given in Table 9. Potassium polynitride with the stoichiometry R2N16 is the
only alkali metal containing compound which consists of planes of nitrogen atoms arranged
in a planar network of fused 18-atom rings and K atoms in between the N planes, see Figure
5.13(a and b) and Table 9. In contrast, alkali pentazolates RN5 exist as stable compounds
at high pressures for all alkali (R) metals. Alkali azides are typically predicted to transform
into a crystal structure containing N6 anions with either the P6/mmm space group for
potassium [61, 65] or the P6/m space group for lithium [83, 144]. Our calculations show
that K2N6-P6/mmm crystal is on the convex hull, i.e. thermodynamically stable, above 40
GPa. A similar crystal structure was predicted for Na [67] as well, but our previous results
indicate it is not on the convex hull and is therefore metastable [62], see Table 9. In contrast
to the case of CsN2 [80], the crystal structure of KN2-C2/c compound consisting of nitrogen
chains is calculated to be unstable, see Figure 5.14(a). A different crystal structure with
the same stoichiometry is predicted to be stable for Na [62] and Rb [143]. It is expected
that potassium and heavier alkali metals may exhibit more complex chemistry due to an
increased contribution from semi-core d-orbitals, which also leads to complex post-fcc alkali
metallic structures [145]. As can be seen in Table 9 most of the stoichiometries encountered
for other alkali polynitrides occur also for potassium, rubidium, and cesium polynitrides,
with the exception of RN2 and R2N5. The R4N4 and the R4N6 stoichiometries are not stable
for either sodium (R=Na) or lithium (R=Li), but R2N6 which is similar to R4N6 is stable for
lithium (R=Li) but not for sodium (R=Na). It is also found that the R3N3 composition that
consists of bent N3 chains is only stable for rubidium. These results demonstrate that the
nature of the alkali metal constituents affects in a significant way the high pressure chemistry
of alkali polynitrides.
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5.4 Pentazolate HN5 and Ammonium Pentazolate NH4N5
Note to Reader
This chapter has been reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A. 121, 1808-1813
(2017) [81]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
In addition to group-I alkali pentazolates (RN5) one material that has yet to be discussed
is HN5 [81]. Hydrogen is unique among group-I elements because it is a gas at ambient
conditions and doesn’t become metallic until much higher pressures. In addition, hydrogen
will covalently bond to nitrogen to create a rich variety of compounds including ammonia
(NH3), hydrazine (N2H4) , diimine (N2H2), triazene (N3H3), tetrazene (N4H4), hydrogen
azide (N3H), and ammonium azide (NH4)(N3) [146]. The latter compound contains an am-
monium cation NH+4 , which is chemically similar to heavy alkali cations [146–148]. In an
analogy with alkali pentazolates, one can also envision the existence of ammonium pentazo-
late (NH4)(N5). Metallic ammonium consisting of NH
+
4 cations glued together by the sea of
free electrons has been hypothesized to exist at high pressures inside giant planets such as
Uranus and Neptune [147, 148]. It is therefore possible that the high pressure chemistry of
hydro-nitrogens may be much different than alkali poly-nitrogen compounds.
The high pressure chemistry of hydronitrogen systems has only recently begun to be in-
vestigated [78, 149–154]. The experiments using the mixture of standard precursors, such
as molecular N2 and H2, with nitrogen content ranging from 5% to 80% suggest the for-
mation of hydronitrogen compounds as evidenced by the disappearance of N2/H2 vibrons
and the simultaneous appearance of N-H stretching modes [149, 150]. However, a conclu-
sive identification of the type of new nitrogen oligomers or extended networks as well as
the determination of the crystal structure have not been made. A hydronitrogen precursor
ammonium azide (NH4)(N3), containing both H and N, has not shown any signs of chemical
transformation upon compression up to 70 GPa [78,155].
Theoretical calculations indicate that polymeric hydronitrogen structures can form at a rel-
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atively low pressure in a variety of H-N stoichiometries [151,153,154]. In fact, first principles
calculations predict the transformation of molecular hydrogen azide to polymeric N3H at
at just 6 GPa [154]. However, no such transformation was observed in experiment when
hydrogen azide is compressed to high pressures [156]. Clearly there exists a gap between
experiment and theory indicating that the high-pressure chemistry of hydronitrogens has not
been fully explored.
For these reasons we investigated hydronitrogen crystalline compounds at high pressure using
first principle crystal structure prediction [81]. Based on previous results for alkali polyni-
trides we anticipate the existence of pentazole N5H and ammonium pentazolate (NH4)(N5).
To reduce the complexity of the structure search and increase its predictive power, we specif-
ically focus on nitrogen-rich hydronitrogen crystals, NxHy, x ≥ y at relatively low pressures
below 60 GPa.
The search for new nitrogen-rich hydronitrogen compounds of varying stoichiometry is per-
formed at 30 GPa and 60 GPa by using USPEX. Two independent searches are performed
with 18-24 atoms/unit cell and 8-18 atoms/unit cell to increase the probability of funding
structures with nontrivial composition and geometry. The variable composition search is
performed by creating numerous structures with every possible composition within the spec-
ified range of atoms in the unit cell. For instance, setting 8-18 atoms in the unit cell results
in a total of 80 unique nitrogen rich compositions. Then, 300 initial crystal structures are
generated, each with a composition chosen randomly from the 80 possible compositions. Af-
ter the variable composition search is completed, fixed-compositions structure searches with
larger number of atoms (up to 40 atoms/unit cell) are performed to find the lowest enthalpy
structure for each composition.
During the structure search, the cell parameters as well as the atomic coordinates of each
structure are optimized to minimize its energy, atomic forces and stresses at a given pressure
using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [97]
within density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in VASP [98]. The PBE functional
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(b) P21/c‐HN5 50 GPa(a) Pbcm‐(NH4)N5 30 GPa
c
b
‐ N
‐ H
Figure 5.15: Crystal structures of new pentazolate compounds discovered during NxH struc-
ture search: (a) ammonium pentazolate (NH4)(N5), and (b) pentazole N5H. Reprinted with
permission from J. Phys. Chem. A. 121, 1808-1813 (2017) [81]. Copyright 2018 American
Chemical Society.
has been previously shown to give reliable results for ammonium azide [157]. For the struc-
ture search, projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [100] and plane wave basis
sets are used with an energy cutoff of 500 eV and a 0.07 A˚
−1
k-point sampling. After the
structure search is completed, more accurate calculations are performed to compute the con-
vex hulls using hard PAW pseudopotentials for H and N with inner core radii of 0.423 A˚for
H and 0.582 A˚for N, and energy cutoff of 1,400 eV and 0.05 A˚
−1
k-point sampling.
The structure search did find the two new crystalline materials, ammonium pentazolate
(NH4)(N5), and pentazole N5H, both featuring all-nitrogen cyclic pentazoles, see Fig. 5.15(a,b).
The first crystal, (NH4)(N5), containing isolated ammonium cations NH
+
4 and pentazolate
anions N−5 (Fig. 5.15(a)), appears on the convex hull at 30 GPa (Fig. 5.16). The second
crystal, N5H, consists of cyclo-N5 covalently bonded to a H atom (Fig. 5.15(b)), and ap-
pears on the convex hull at 50 GPa. Both structures are predicted to be dynamically stable
at 50 GPa for N5H and 30 GPa for (NH4)(N5) as they lack any imaginary frequencies in
the phonon spectrum in the entire Brillioun zone. The convex hull is also calculated with
zero point energies and van der Waals contributions added to the formation enthalpies at 60
GPa: both N5H and (NH4)(N5) are still on the convex hull, therefore, the entire hull does
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.16: Hydro-nitrogen phase diagram: (a) formation enthalpy-composition convex hull,
and (b) the crystal structure/pressure stability diagram. At 15 and 30 GPa the elemental
N structure is ε-N2 and at 60 GPa – cg-N. For all pressures the elemental hydrogen crystal
structure has space group P63/m [158]. Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A.
121, 1808-1813 (2017) [81]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
not change dramatically.
Previous work by Qian et al [154] on the structure search of hydronitrogen compounds found
a plethora of novel structures, but they missed the pentazole N5H and ammonium pentazolate
(NH4)(N5) as the search was mainly conducted at very high pressures above 60 GPa. The
appearance of these two new compounds dramatically modifies the convex hulls at lower
pressures. In particular, the only thermodynamically stable crystals at 60 GPa are pentazole
N5H, ammonium pentazolate (NH4)(N5), ammonia NH3, and a crystal containing a mixture
of NH3 and H2 molecules with net stoichiometry NH4 (Fig. 5.16(a)). All other structures
found by Qian et al [154] with stoichiometries N4H, N3H, N9H4, and N2H are above the
convex hull, therefore, they are metastable. The formation enthalpy of hydrazine N2H4 [159]
is also calculated to be above the convex hull, therefore it is also metastable. At a lower
pressure of 30 GPa, ammonium pentazolate (NH4)(N5) is still thermodynamically stable,
whereas pentazole N5H is not. At 15 GPa, (NH4)(N5) is marginally metastable, leaving
only one stable compound – ammonia (NH3) (Fig. 5.16(a)). Another known metastable
compound, ammonium azide (NH4)(N3) with symmetry P2/c [160] (and stoichiometry N4H4)
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is also displayed at 15 and 30 GPa. Ammonium azide is predicted to undergo the phase
transition to trans-tetrazene (TTZ) at 42 GPa [78], followed by another transition at higher
pressure to a crystal that consists of N2H5 molecules and infinite nitrogen chains (N4H) [154]
therefore, the lowest enthalpy polymorph of metastable (N4H4) with P1 space group is shown
at 60 GPa as well.
The cyclo-N5 in both pentazole and ammonium pentazolate crystals are aromatic as (1)
4n+2 pi electron Huckel rule is obeyed, (2) N5 has planar geometry, (3) it is cyclic, and (4)
every N atom has p orbital or unshared pair of p electrons able to participate in electron
delocalization. The aromatic N5 in these compounds has the N-N bond lengths 1.30-1.35
A˚, which are intermediate between single N-N (1.45 A˚) and double N=N (1.25 A˚) bonds.
The strength of the aromatic N-N bond in the N−5 ring in the predicted crystals P21/c-N5H
and Pbcm-(NH4)(N5) is approximately the same as that in the gas phase. To quantify this
conclusion, the total Mulliken charges, Mayer bond orders, and bond lengths in the N−5 ring
in both the crystalline environment and the gas phase are calculated at 0 GPa and reported
in Figure 5.17. In the case of N5H this comparison is straightforward as the structural
unit N5H is electrically neutral. The total charge on the N5 ring in the N5H crystal is 0.09
lower than that in the gas phase. This additional charge transfer between the H atom and
cyclo-N5 within the same structural unit is the effect of hydrogen bonding between H and
N atoms belonging to different neighboring N5H molecules. These N· · ·H interactions result
in distortion of the N5 ring as well as a non-uniform charge distribution that breaks the C2v
symmetry of the gas phase N5H. In spite of these differences, the N5 bond lengths and bond
orders are mostly the same in both the gas phase and in the crystalline environments, except
for bonds N4-N5 and N5-N1 which have a larger bond order compared to the gas phase,
see Figure 5.17. The bond lengths of both crystalline and gas phase N5H are in a good
agreement with those calculated by Ferris and Bartlett [22]. To make a unique comparison
of bond orders of the N5 ring in crystalline (NH4)(N5) with those in the gas phase N5, its
negative charge (-0.72 e) was fixed to that in the crystalline (NH4)(N5). The bond lengths
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Figure 5.17: Total Mulliken charges, Mayer bond orders, and bond lengths in the N−5 ring in
P21/c-N5H and Pbcm-(NH4)(N5) crystals compared to those in gas-phase N5H and N5. The
N· · ·H, hydrogen bonds are also shown in both crystalline environments. Reprinted with
permission from J. Phys. Chem. A. 121, 1808-1813 (2017) [81]. Copyright 2018 American
Chemical Society.
(≈ 1.33A˚) and bond orders (≈ 1.42) in both environments are very close, the gas phase N−5
possesses five-fold D5h symmetry so each bond length and bond order are the same.
According to the predictions, ammonium pentazolate becomes thermodynamically stable
at lower pressure (30 GPa) than pentazole N5H (50 GPa). In principle, its synthesis can
be achieved by compressing the stoichiometrically balanced mixture of ammonium azide
(NH4)(N3) and diatomic nitrogen (N2) to high pressures in a diamond anvil cell to activate
the chemical reaction (NH4)(N3)+N2→(NH4)(N5). The enthalpy difference between the
products and reactants for this transformation shown in Fig. 5.18 displays the possibility of
the phase transformation at relatively low pressure of 12.5 GPa. Ammonium azide has been
reported to be chemically stable upon compression up to 70 GPa at room temperature [78].
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Figure 5.18: The enthalpy difference between the predicted ammonium pentazolate (Pbcm-
(NH4)(N5) crystal and ammonium azide (P2/c-(NH4)(N3)) plus di-nitrogen (R-3c-N2). The
predicted transition pressure is 12.5 GPa. Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem.
A. 121, 1808-1813 (2017) [81]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
However, our calculations predict that setting up the right stoichiometry in the diamond
anvil cell might activate the conversion of the the azide (N−3 ) anions and N2 molecules to
directly form the N−5 ring upon compression above 12.5 GPa. It is expected that higher
pressures and temperatures might be required to overcome the significant energy barrier
associated with this transformation.
In order to assist in the detection of the new compounds during their experimental synthesis,
the Raman spectra are calculated for both crystals as a function of pressure, see Figures 5.19
for N5H and 5.20 for (NH4)(N5) respectively. . Mode assignments, shown in Figures 5.19
and 5.20 are made by visualizing the atomic displacements of the corresponding eigenmodes.
At pressures around 50 GPa, there are several lattice (T) and librational modes (L) in the
low frequency interval 0-500 cm−1 for both crystals. At 28.6 GPa ammonium pentazolate
has a few closely spaced NH4 librational modes near 600 cm
−1 with a weak Raman intensity
that results in one visible peak in the spectrum. At higher pressure pressure, the intensity
of these modes grows while their frequencies blue shift as it is clearly seen near 745 cm−1 at
75.5 GPa (Figure 5.20).
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Pentazole and ammonium pentazolate have a weak Raman active N5 bending mode around
750-790 cm−1 with a frequency that does not shift much with pressure. Pentazole has a
mode with a frequency of about 880 cm−1 at pressures near 47 GPa with a strong Raman
intensity that involves a wag or bend of the H-N bond as well as a small deformation of
the N5 molecule. This mode red-shifts with pressure due to a lengthening of the H-N bond
upon compression. The H-N bond length is the same for each molecule in the unit cell. The
H-N bond increases with pressure due to an enhanced interaction between H+ and adjacent
N−5 molecule. This also causes the H-N stretching mode at 2,030 cm
−1 at 47 GPa to also
red shift with pressure, see Figure 5.19. In contrast, the H-N bond length in ammonium
pentazolate decreases with pressure.
Near 1,100 cm−1 both N5H and (NH4)(N5) have a N5 deformational mode; however, in case
of N5H this mode also involves a slight H-N deformation (wag and stretch). There are
additional strong peaks in the Raman spectra for N5H from these types of modes near 1,250
cm−1 at 47 GPa. At about 50 GPa, the N5 stretching (str.) mode in ammonium pentazolate
has a frequency of about 1,298 cm−1 while this mode in pentazole N5H has a larger frequency
– 1,396 cm−1. The stretching mode is different for N5H due to the slight deformation of the
H-N bond in concert with the N5 stretch. Pentazole has two additional modes in a frequency
interval before the H-N stretch at 2,030 cm−1, which involve an N5 stretch and either a slight
H-N wag or a H-N stretch at frequencies of 1,539 cm−1 and 1,772 cm−1 respectively, see the
47 GPa panel in Figure 5.19. Although these modes as well as the N5 stretch in N5H also
involve an H-N deformation, the amplitude of the H-N deformation is small so they blue
shift with pressure.
Ammonium pentazolate also has two Raman active modes that have appreciable intensity
with frequencies lower than those corresponding to the H-N stretch in NH4. These modes are
a deformation of the NH4 molecule or a scissoring (scis.) of the NH4 molecule with frequencies
at 28 GPa of 1,413 cm−1 and 1,714 cm−1 respectively, see Figure 5.20. There are several H-N
symmetric and anti-symmetric stretching modes in the range of frequencies 3,000-3,350 cm−1,
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Table 10: The predicted crystallographic space groups including phase transition pressures,
pressure range of stability, charges, and bond orders of group-I alkali pentazolates RN5
currently in the literature.
Stoichiometry Crystal Space Groups Range of
Stability (GPa)
N5 Charge N5 Bond
Order
HN5 P21/c [81] 50-70 -0.31 1.31
(NH4)N5 Pbcm [81] 30-60 -0.72 1.41
LiN5
P21/c 65GPa→
C2/c [83]
15-100 - -
P21 20GPa→
P21/m [144]
10-100 - 1.42
NaN5 Cm: 20-100 GPa [62] 20-100 -0.83 1.42
KN5 Pca2130
GPa→P21/m [142]
15-100 -0.85 1.41
RbN5 Pc 38 GPa→Pnma [143] 15-100 -0.79 1.41
CsN5
Pbca 73GPa→ P-1 [82] 15-100 -0.85 1.41
Cmc21 [80] 14-100 -0.85 1.37-1.46
but as can be seen from Figure 5.20 there are only two strong intensity bands with frequencies
3,055 cm−1 and 3,240 cm−1 (at 28.6 GPa) from the anti-symmetric and symmetric stretching
modes of NH4 respectively. Each mode blue shifts slightly with pressure similar to what is
measured by Crowhurst et al at high pressures for the NH4 stretching modes of ammonium
azide [78]. The calculated relative intensities of the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes
are approximately the same which differs from the NH4 stretching modes measured for
ammonium azide at high pressures [78], where the symmetric mode is much more intense
than any other NH4 stretching modes. The calculated frequencies are also slightly higher
than those measured by Crowhurst et al. These differences in the frequency and intensity of
the H-N stretching modes is likely due to the different crystalline environment of ammonium
pentazolate.
5.5 Comparison of Group-I Pentazolates RN5
A summary of the predicted crystal structures, phase transition pressures, and pressure range
for stability of all the group-I pentazolates is summarized in Table 10. We can see all of
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the predicted RN5 crystals structures are different even when the predictions are performed
with the same elements, see Table 10. However, as expected the pressure range of stability,
charges, and bond orders are virtually identical amount group-I alkali metal pentazolates.
Each structure has a different space group symmetry, although the P21/c structures for LiN5
and HN5 have the same space group HN5 is unique because hydrogen is covalently bonded
to the N5 so the structures are not the same. One possible reason for the various crystal
structures is the steric repulsion on different alkali atoms varies greatly when moving down
the row of the periodic table. As the atomic radius gets larger, the packing or orientation
of the N5 molecules may not remain optimal. In order to optimize the volume a different
arrangement of the molecules in the unit cell may be necessary for different group-I metals,
especially at high pressures where the PV term in the enthalpy becomes significant. Another
possibility for the different structures is the small difference in electronegativity between each
alkali atom, however this difference is so small it is difficult to determine what role it plays.
This may be why the chemical bonding in the pentazolates remains the same while the
crystal structures differ.
The stability of alkali pentazolates at high pressures is due to the charge transfer from the
alkali cation to the N5 ring which enables aromaticity and enhances the ionic attraction
to the cations. The calculated charges and bond orders in the N5 ring for different alkali
pentazolates are almost identical, see Table 10. The main exception is pentazole (HN5) and
ammonium pentazolate (NH4N5) which has a smaller amount of negative charge on the N5
ring than the alkali pentazolates, see Table 10. Hydrogen is unique in this comparison because
it only has one electron to transfer to N5, so it does not transfer very much. Nevertheless, it is
interesting that there is an inverse relationship to the amount of charge transfer to N5 and the
pressure of stability of N5, see Table 10. HN5 has the smallest charge transfer which causes
the pressure of stability to increase up to 50 GPa, while (NH4)N5 only has slightly less charge
transfer than the alkali pentazolates so the pressure of stability is reduced to 30 GPa. In
contrast, the pressure of stability decreases down to 10-20 GPa for alkali-metal pentazolates
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K2N16-P6/mcc: One Layer
Figure 5.21: Crystal structure of one layer of K2N16-P6/mcc compound, consisting of a
planar network of fused N18 rings (N atoms are blue colored) plus K atoms in the corners of
the unit cell above and below N-planes. Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A
121 (46) 8955-8961 (2017) [142]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
which also have the largest charge transfer to N5, see Table 10. The lack of charge transfer
to N5 in HN5 also lowers the bond order slightly in comparison to alkali pentazolates as
shown in Table 10 which also plays a role in increasing the pressure of stability. Thus far
all the alkali pentazolates have been predicted to be metastable at ambient conditions with
no imaginary frequencies in the entire brillioun zone and no decomposition observed in high
temperature ab initio molecular dynamics simulations [62, 144]. However, pentazole (HN5)
and ammonium pentazolate (NH4)N5 has not been reported to be metastable at ambient
conditions [81]. It is likely the lack of charge transfer to N5 that prevents them from being
metastable at ambient conditions.
5.6 Extended Layered Potassium Polynitride
Note to Reader
This chapter has been reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A 121 (46) 8955-8961
(2017) [142]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society
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The most interesting structure discovered during the KxNy search is an extended layered
nitrogen-containing crystal that consists of nitrogen planes with N atoms forming planar
infinite network of fused N18 rings [142], see Fig. 5.21. This high-nitrogen content crystal
with stoichiometry K2N16 and hexagonal space group symmetry P6/mcc is predicted to be
stable above 70 GPa, see Figure 5.13(a and b). Although 70 GPa is even higher than the
predicted stability pressure of cg-N of 50 GPa [6] it is still of fundamental significance to
uncover novel forms of extended solid nitrogen in high-nitrogen content compounds as such
unusual nitrogen structures might exist at lower and even ambient pressures in compounds
containing elements other than potassium. Each N18 ring spans four adjacent unit cells,
each containing eight N atoms: two of them are three-fold coordinated at the junction point
of two neighboring N18 rings, the other six N atoms are two-fold coordinated, see Figure
5.21. The entire crystal structure is layered and consists of atomic planes: the first plane is
the layer of interconnected N18 rings, the second contains potassium cations in the corners
of the unit cell, the third plane is the layer of interconnected N18 rings again but stacked
differently in respect to the first N plane. The layered structure of K2N16-P6/mcc crystal can
be represented as having Aβ Cβ stacking, where A and C label the nitrogen planes, and β –
K planes. This structure is on the convex hull at 70 GPa up to 100 GPa (this highest pressure
studied), see Figure 5.14(a). The dynamical stability is evaluated by calculating the phonon
dispersion curves shown in Figure 5.22 at 80 GPa with no imaginary frequencies in the entire
Brillioun zone. At ambient pressure the AB stacking of nitrogen planes is calculated to be
dynamically unstable, however the AA stacking of nitrogen planes is 22 meV/atom lower in
energy and contains no imaginary frequencies. Therefore the AA stacking of nitrogen planes
is dynamically stable. The structure is also metallic with occupied bands at the Fermi level,
see Figure 5.23(b).
The electronic band structure of the K2N16-P6/mcc crystal features relatively flat bands near
the Fermi level especially those along the Brillouin zone (BZ) direction corresponding to real
space direction parallel to the layers (planes) of atoms, e.g. along A to H high symmetry
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Figure 5.22: Phonon dispersion curves for extended layered K2N16 at 80 GPa showing no
imaginary frequencies in the entire Brillioun zone. Reprinted with permission from J. Phys.
Chem. A 121 (46) 8955-8961 (2017) [142]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 5.23: (a) The Brillouin zone (BZ) of the hexagonal unit cell of K2N16-P6/mcc with
high-symmetry kpoints labeled to plot the band structure along high symmetry directions
of the BZ. (b) electronic band structure of K2N16-P6/mcc crystal at 80 GPa. The total and
local density of states are also plotted. Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A
121 (46) 8955-8961 (2017) [142]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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Table 11: The charges and bond orders for nitrogen atoms/bonds in the K2N16-P6/mcc
structure where the atom numbers refer to those in Figure 5.21. Reprinted with permission
from J. Phys. Chem. A 121 (46) 8955-8961 (2017) [142]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical
Society.
Atom Charge Bond Order (bond with
previous atom)
1 0.168 NA
2 -0.178 1.15
3 -0.178 1.36
direction of the BZ, see Figure 5.23(b). This causes a small peak at the Fermi level, see
Figure 5.23(b). These bands are almost exclusively nitrogen p-orbitals which participate
in the N-N bonding in the plane of nitrogen atoms. The nitrogen planes consist mostly of
N-N single bonds, which have a bond order of 1.15 for every N-N bond other than the bond
between atoms N(2) and N(3) shown in Figure 5.21, that have a bond order of 1.36, see Table
11. The three-fold coordinated single bonded atoms form an sp2 geometry in the plane, see
Figure 5.21. It can be seen from the local density of states given in Figure 5.23(b), that
there are several states occupied by both s and p N orbitals thus confirming the sp2 nature
of the N-N single bonds. Atoms N(2) and N(3) are two-fold coordinated which give them
a slightly higher bond order. Interestingly atom N(1) in the N-network carries a positive
charge of 0.168 whereas the charges on the rest of the nitrogen atoms are −0.178. There
is certainly a net transfer of negative charge to N atoms from K atoms, the charge on each
potassium atom being +0.731. The charges and bond orders are summarized in Table 11.
Interestingly, K p orbitals, and even d orbitals at higher energies, contribute appreciably to
the density of states, see Figure 5.23. A contribution from d-orbitals also plays a role in
producing the unusual phase diagram of pure K at high pressures [145].
The extended layered material K2N16-P6/mcc can potentially be synthesized by compress-
ing potassium azide with N2 above 70 GPa in the following reaction: 2KN3+5N2→K2N16.
The relative enthalpies for the proposed reaction and for other possible reactions involving
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materials 2KN3+5N2 to the predicted K2N16-P6/mcc compound upon hydrostatic compres-
sion to 80 GPa. Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A 121 (46) 8955-8961
(2017) [142]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
potassium polynitrides as a function of pressure are given in Figure 5.24. First, the mixture
of 2KN3+5N2 is predicted to transform into 2KN5+3N2 at 10.4 GPa, then to K2N16-P6/mcc
at 59.6 GPa. Kinetic barriers will significantly delay the phase transformations so that
larger pressures would likely be required for synthesis. At 60 GPa, all three compounds
K2N16-P6/mcc, K2N6-P6/mmm, and KN5-P21m are lower in enthalpy than the precursor,
but K2N16-P6/mcc is the lowest enthalpy structure at 60 GPa.
The calculated IR-spectra of K2N16-P6/mcc from 57 GPa to 102 GPa are given in Figure
5.25. The spectrum contains two lattice modes marked with a ’T’ in Figure 5.25. The
spectrum also has one out-of-plane and four in-plane N-N stretching modes with the highest
frequency at 57 GPa being about 1,410 cm−1, see Figure 5.25. Each mode monotonically
blue shifts with pressure.
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Figure 5.25: Calculated IR-spectra of the metallic layered nitrogen containing crystal K2N16-
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pressure. Reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A 121 (46) 8955-8961 (2017) [142].
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
6 Discovery of N-Rich Ternary Compounds
In addition to searching for polynitrogen compounds in binary systems consisting of two
elements, the search space can be expanded to ternary systems that consists of three elements.
The computational cost is dramatically higher for a ternary system compared to a binary
system. However, it is not clear a priori what kinds of materials may exist for these types of
ternary compounds so a general search over many stoichiometries is necessary. It is also of
fundamental interest to understand whether ternary polynitrogen materials exist as well as to
better understand the ternary phase diagram. The two ternary systems under investigation
are CNO [161] and HNO materials.
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6.1 Ternary CNO Compounds
Note to Reader
This chapter has been reprinted with permission from Inorg. Chem. 56 (21) 13321-13328
(2017). [161]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
Carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen are among the most abundant elements on the planet, yet
very little is known about the condensed phases consisting of all three elements only. Nu-
merous metastable CNO compounds have been studied at ambient conditions [162–165] but
they are not thermodynamically stable and undergo exothermic reactions to release N2, O2,
CO2, and other gases depending on the stoichiometry. These compounds as well as carbon
monoxide (CO) become polymeric at high pressures due to dramatic changes in the chemi-
cal bonding. Such changes might be exploited to stabilize novel mixed CxNyOz compounds,
both in molecular as well as extended covalent network forms of crystalline materials.
Under pressure, both carbon monoxide and nitrogen undergo polymerization. However,
there exists a large difference in pressure at which they become polymeric: cg-N polymerizes
slightly over100 GPa [7, 56], whereas CO – slightly over 5 GPa [166]. By mixing together
both structural units, it might be possible to introduce additional covalent bonding between
C, N, and O atoms resulting in a reduced pressure of polymerization or even the formation
of extended solids at ambient conditions.
Raza et al theoretically predicted several polymeric C, N, O crystals with stoichiometries
CNO and CN2O in a pressure range of 10-100 GPa [167]. Additional investigation of the
CN2O stoichiometry revealed similar structures [87]. It was found that CNO would decom-
pose exothermically into α-C3N4, CO2-I4¯2d, and cg-N at 60 GPa [167], while if it existed
at 0 GPa, it would release 2.2 kJ/g of energy upon decomposition. Although these com-
pounds are not thermodynamically stable, the predictions indicate that high pressures can
facilitate chemical bonding between these elements to form metastable polymeric crystals at
high pressures
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New ternary CxNyOz compounds with variable stoichiometry are searched at 20 GPa and 100
GPa using the first principles evolutionary structure prediction method USPEX [85,137,138].
At each pressure, two independent ternary searches are performed with 4-11 atoms/unit cell
and 12-16 atoms/unit cell to increase the probability of finding structures with nontrivial
composition and chemical bonding. Due to the complexity of the ternary search, binary
structure searches are also performed with stoichiometries varying between carbon monoxide
and nitrogen, (CO)x+Ny, as well as between carbon nitride and oxygen; (CN)x+Oy. The
binary searches use 8-20 atoms/unit cell. By ensuring the binary and ternary structure
searches find the same structures, we prove that complex ternary search covers the entire
chemical landscape and does not miss any potentially important stoichiometries. After the
ternary and binary variable composition searches are completed, fixed composition structure
searches are performed for stoichiometries on the convex hull and near the convex hull with
larger number of atoms (up to 40 atoms/unit cell) to find the lowest enthalpy phases for
each stoichiometry.
The construction of the ternary convex hull requires the knowledge of the stable phases of
pure elemental compounds at the corners and stable binary compounds on the boundaries
of the convex hull. Therefore, the following phases labeled by space group symmetry are
used: R-3c and I213 for N2 [6,9], Cmcm for O2 [168,169], Fd-3m for C [170], P21/c for NO2,
P-1 and C2/c for N2O5 [171], P42/mnm and I-42d for CO2 [166, 172], P31c for C3N4 [173],
P21 for CN3 [173], and P42/m and Pnnm for CN [173], corresponding phases being used at
a specific pressure of their stability.
During the structure search, the cell parameters and the atomic coordinates of each struc-
ture are varied to minimize the total enthalpy at a given pressure using the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [97] within density functional
theory (DFT) as implemented in VASP [98]. For the structure search, projector augmented
wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [100] and plane wave basis sets are used with an energy cutoff
of 470 eV and a 0.07 A˚
−1
k-point sampling. After the structure search is completed, more
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accurate calculations are performed to compute the convex hulls using hard PAW pseudopo-
tentials for N with inner core radii of 0.582 A˚for N, 0.794 A˚for C, and 0.804 A˚for O, and
energy cutoff of 1,000 eV and 0.05 A˚
−1
k-point sampling
The ternary CxNyOz structure search found one material on the formation enthalpy versus
ternary composition convex hull that does not lie on its boundaries: the C2N2O-Cmc21
crystal with stoichiometry C2N2O and space group Cmc21, which is stable at both 20 and
100 GPa, see Figure 6.1(a) and Figure 6.1(b). Its crystal structure is shown in Figure
6.2(a). The structure of this crystal is analogous to a known crystal structure of Si2N2O and
has also been investigated theoretically at ambient conditions by following this analogy and
replacing Si with C [174,175]. Our calculations show it is thermodynamically stable from 10-
100 GPa and does not have imaginary bands in the phonon dispersion curves at 0 GPa [175].
The phonon dispersion curves rely on the harmonic expansion of the energy, however at
higher temperatures anharmonic terms in the expansion may become relevant. To properly
account for the anharmonic effects, density functional theory molecular dynamics (DFTMD)
simulations are performed at 4,000 K and 10 GPa that indicate C2N2O-Cmc21 is dynamically
stable at high pressures. Previous attempts to synthesize crystalline-phase C2N2O at high
pressures by compressing gas-phase polyisocyanate C2N2O [176] were unsuccessful as the
precursor transforms to an amorphous polymer [177].
A color scheme in Figs. 6.1(a) and 6.1(b) is used to show the distance in eV/atom to the
ternary convex hull in Figure 6.1(a) and Figure 6.1(b). The lighter the color, the further
away from the convex hull, and hence the less stable the crystal structure is. Polymeric CO
is metastable at 20 GPa, but our calculations show poly-CO with space group I212121 [178]
is 177 meV/atom from the hull. It is therefore conceivable that any structure closer to the
hull than about 177 meV/atom is potentially metastable. Therefore, we explore the novel
structures with formation enthalpy within this interval from the convex hull.
The next closest crystal structure to the ternary convex hull has stoichiometry C3N2O3 with
space group Pca21 and it has three-dimensional polymeric structure as shown in Figure
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.1: Ternary composition-formation enthalpy phase diagram of the CxNyOz com-
pounds at (a) 20 GPa and (b) 100 GPa. Each structure is colored by the distance from the
convex hull in eV/atom, see the color bar legend on the left. Structures with lower (negative)
formation enthalpy are closer to the convex hull and therefore colored by more darker color.
Reprinted with permission from Inorg. Chem. 56 (21) 13321-13328 (2017). [161]. Copyright
2018 American Chemical Society.
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(a) C2N2O-Cmc21 (b) C3N2O3-Pca21
(c) C3N2O3-Imm2
- C
- N
- O
c
a
(e) C2NO2-C2
(d) C3N2O3-Pnma
Figure 6.2: The crystal structure of (a) C2N2O-Cmc21, (b) C3N2O3- Pca21, (c) C3N2O3-
Imm2, (d) C3N2O3-Pnma [162], (e) C2NO2-C2 displayed at 20 GPa and 0 GPa for C3N2O3-
Pnma. Reprinted with permission from Inorg. Chem. 56 (21) 13321-13328 (2017). [161].
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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6.2(b). For this compound, the distance to the hull is reduced significantly at pressures from
20 GPa to 100 GPa and is only about 30 meV/atom from the convex hull at 100 GPa, which
indicates it may be on the hull, i.e. thermodynamically stable, at higher pressures. DFT
MD simulations at 1,000 K and 20 GPa show this material is dynamically stable at high
pressures.
At lower pressures another compound close to the convex hull is found with stoichiom-
etry C3N2O3 and space group Imm2. It has one-dimensional polymeric structure, each
unit cell containing two polymeric C3N2O3 chains, see Figure 6.2(c). Recently, Klapotke
et al synthesized a similar compound with the same stoichiometry, carbonyl diisocyanate
C3N2O3, its crystal structure with the space group Pnma consisting of individual carbonyl
diisocyanate CO(NCO)2 molecules weakly interacting by van der Waals forces, see Figure
6.2(d) [162]. The relative enthalpy between these three crystals, C3N2O3-Pnma, C3N2O3-
Imm2 and C3N2O3-Pca21 is plotted as a function of pressures in Figure 6.3. The ambient
conditions C3N2O3-Pnma crystal is the lowest enthalpy structure at pressures up to 3.8
GPa, above which the C3N2O3-Imm2 is energetically preferred, followed by C3N2O3-Pca21
structure, which is the lowest enthalpy structure above 17.3 GPa, see Figure 6.3. As our
results indicate, both C3N2O3-Imm2 and C3N2O3-Pca21 are real candidates for high pressure
synthesis.
Another highly covalent crystal structure found during the search with the formation en-
thalpy close to the convex hull is the one with stoichiometry C2NO2 and space group C2,
shown in Figure 6.2(e). DFT MD simulations at 2,000 K and 20 GPa also show this ma-
terial is dynamically stable at high pressures. A different polymorph of this stoichiometry
with the space group symmetry C2/m was also found, but C2NO2-C2 is lower in formation
enthalpy between 3.1 GPa and 93.9 GPa, see Figure 6.4. Other stoichiometries such as the
ones proposed by Raza and Pickard [167](CNO and CN2O) are found to have substantially
high formation enthalpies (the distance to the hull at 20 GPa: CNO - 150 meV/atom, and
CN2O - 208 meV/atom), see Figure 6.1(a), thus making their high pressure synthesis less
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Figure 6.3: Relative enthalpy difference as a function of pressure between three crystal
structures with stoichiometry C3N2O3 found during the search: C3N2O3-Pnma, C3N2O3-
Imm2 and C3N2O3-Pca21. The reference structure is C3N2O3-Pnma - the one synthesized
by Klapotke et al [162]. Reprinted with permission from Inorg. Chem. 56 (21) 13321-13328
(2017). [161]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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A direct way to experimentally synthesize CxNyOz compounds at high pressures is to com-
press a mixture of CO and N2 gases; such effort has been attempted recently [179, 180].
Although the C2N2O-Cmc21 crystal is the only CxNyOz compound to be thermodynamically
stable at high pressures, other metastable compounds may be accessible due to pressure and
temperature activated processes during the synthesis. The reaction 2(CO)+N2→C2N2O+O
to make the C2N2O crystal would require precipitation of oxygen out of the reaction volume.
However, metastable compounds with stoichiometry (CO)xNy do not require these types of
processes to occur, therefore, it is expected that they might be synthesized more easily. In or-
der to find metastable structures with stoichiometry (CO)xNy additional structure searches
are performed. The results are presented in the form of binary (CO)xNy convex hulls in
Figure 6.5.
The most energetically favorable of these structures found during this binary search are
included in the ternary hull in Figs. 6.1(a) and 6.1(b). The structures with stoichiometry
C3N2O3 and C2NO2 discussed previously are also found to be on the binary hull (Figure
6.5), while two other stoichiometries, CNO and CN2O proposed by Raza and Pickard are
also found to have negative formation enthalpy but they are not on the binary hull neither
at 20 GPa or 50 GPa. Only at 100 GPa, CN2O appears the binary hull at 100 GPa.
Additional high enthalpy nitrogen-rich structures are also displayed on the binary hull, they
were discussed in a recent publication [179]. These include carbonyl dipentazolate (CN10O),
carbonyl azide-pentazolate (CN8O), carbonyl diazide (CO)2N3 [181], and a carbonyl nitrogen
chain structure (CN4O), see Figure 6.5. These structures have positive formation enthalpy
at all pressures investigated making them thermodynamically unstable.
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Figure 6.5: Binary hull for (CO)xNy compounds at 20 GPa, 50 and 100 GPa. Stable phases
relative to CO+N2 are represented by solid symbols and metastable phases – by open sym-
bols. Reprinted with permission from Inorg. Chem. 56 (21) 13321-13328 (2017). [161].
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
In terms of chemical bonding, every crystal structure found during the search, contains
carbon atoms connected to their nearest neighbors by either four single bonds (coordination
number 4), or two single bonds plus one double bond (coordination number 3); nitrogen
atoms - by 3 single bonds (coordination number 3); and oxygen atoms – either by two single
bonds (coordination number 2) or one double bond (coordination number 1). As all the atoms
in each compound possess zero formal charge, they all satisfy the Pauling electroneutrality
principle [182], which is used to identify compounds with stable chemical bonding.
Each structure displays a significant charge transfer from carbon to nitrogen/oxygen atoms,
see Figure 6.6, which shows the Mulliken charges, Mayer bond orders, and bond lengths. The
carbon atoms carry a positive charge that ranges between +0.55–0.87 for the four crystal
structures given in Figure 6.6, while nitrogen and oxygen carry a negative charge that ranges
between –0.33 and –0.45. The C-N and C-O bond orders are all approximately equal to one
which indicates that each bond is a single bond as to be expected from bond formation
between 3-fold coordinated nitrogen and 2-fold coordinated oxygen atoms, see Figure 6.6.
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C2N2O-Cmc21 C3N2O3-Imm2
C3N2O3-Pca21
C2NO2-C2
Figure 6.6: Mulliken charges, Mayer bond orders, and bond lengths for high-pressure CxNyOz
crystal structures at 0 GPa. Reprinted with permission from Inorg. Chem. 56 (21) 13321-
13328 (2017). [161]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
The exception is C3N2O3-Imm2 crystal, which contains a 1-fold coordinated oxygen atom
with a bond order of 1.87 indicating approximately a double C-O bond. Interestingly, nitro-
gen never bonds with oxygen in these structures likely due to a substantial charge transfer
from carbon to nitrogen/oxygen, resulting in an electrostatic repulsion between negative N
and O charges, thus making N–O bonds energetically less favorable. The C-N bond lengths
are all around 1.42-1.47 A˚while the C-O bond lengths are between 1.39 A˚and 1.47 A˚, see
Figure 6.6. In the case of C3N2O3-Imm2 crystal, the C-O bond length is 1.20 A˚, i.e it is a
double bond. C2NO2-C2 crystal contains C-C bonds with a rather large bond length of 1.70
A˚and correspondingly lower bond order (0.82) due to the fact that both carbon atoms carry
positive charges, resulting in electrostatic repulsion as well.
To assist in future experimental synthetic efforts, the Raman spectra of newly predicted
compounds at 20 GPa are calculated and shown in Figure 6.7. Due to the chemical similarity
between all the structures, their Raman spectra are quite similar. The Raman spectra at
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(a) (b)
(d)(c)
Figure 6.7: Raman spectrum of the (a) C2N2O-Cmc21, (b) C2NO2-C2, (c) C3N2O3-Imm2,
and (d) C3N2O3-Pca21 crystals at 20 GPa. Reprinted with permission from Inorg. Chem.
56 (21) 13321-13328 (2017). [161]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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20 GPa are given in Figures 6.7(a),6.7(b), 6.7(c), and 6.7(d). Each spectrum contains C-N
deformation (def.) modes in the range of frequencies between 1,000 and 1,400 cm−1. The
structures also contain C-O deformation modes in a range of frequencies between 600-1,000
cm−1 that are in concert with a slight C-N deformation. Below 600 cm−1 there are lattice (T)
modes and several other types of modes such as C-N-C bending, see Figure 6.7(b); N-C-N
scissoring, see Figure 6.7(c); CO3 twisting, see Figure 6.7(d); and other more complicated
modes involving simultaneous displacements of many atoms. Since C3N2O3-Imm2 crystal
contains 3-fold coordinated carbon atoms it has a C-N stretching mode near 1,900 cm−1
that none of the other structures have, see Figure 6.7(c). However, C3N2O3-Imm2 crystal
still contains C-N deformation modes near 1,200 cm−1 from the central 4-fold coordinated
carbon atom, see Figure 6.2(c).
To evaluate the energy density of the predicted compounds at ambient conditions, the ternary
hull at 0 GPa is calculated. The crystals discussed above are at the following distance above
the ternary convex hull at 0 GPa: C2N2O-Cmc21 - above 411 meV/atom; C2NO2-C2 - 550
meV/atom; C2NO2-C2/m - 532 meV/atom; C3N2O3-Imm2 - 302 meV/atom; and C3N2O3-
Pca21 - 509 meV/atom. In comparison, the I212121 crystal phase of the polymeric CO is 524
meV/atom above the convex hull. It is found that several of these crystals have a comparable
energy density to that of the theoretical crystalline phase of carbon monoxide. Out of all the
structures discussed, the CN2O-P43 [167] crystal is the furthest from the hull – above 968
meV/atom. The energy density of CN2O-P43 was previously calculated to be 4.6 kJ/g [183].
The formation energy of C2N2O-Cmc21 is slightly lower than that of some other high energy
density molecular crystals with the same stoichiometry [163–165]. However, the density of
this crystal is larger and therefore its detonation performance is expected to be enhanced.
6.2 Ternary HNO Compounds
Another interesting system to investigate is the ternary HNO system. Energetic H-N com-
pounds such as hydrazine (N2H4) are more stable when mixed with water such as in hy-
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drazine monohydrate (N2H4)(H2O) [184]. Ammonium nitrate (NH4)(NO3) is another HNO
EM where the ammonium cation is stabilized by the nitrate anion. In addition to searching
for novel HNO EMs, HNO high pressure compounds have another application as hydrogen-
rich superconductors.
Hydrogen-rich superconductors have the potential to have very high superconducting critical
temperatures. A breakthrough was made when superconductivity was found at a record
critical temperature of 203 K in the hydrogen-rich sulfur hydride system at high pressures
[91]. This discovery inspired the search for novel hydrogen-rich superconductors in hydrides
[88, 185–190] and other novel materials [88, 171, 189, 190]. Unfortunately, these types of
materials require very high pressures (∼200 GPa). Many researchers are now searching
ternary hydrogen-rich systems to investigate whether hydrogen-rich superconductors have a
lower critical temperature than binary systems.
Recent theoretical results show that doping water (H2O) with nitrogen induces supercon-
ductivity [191]. Superconductivity was reported for oxygen substituted with nitrogen in the
lattice of phase X of ice (H2O-X) at high pressures at a range of N concentrations from
5-25 % [191]. The critical temperature is predicted to be about 60 K for nitrogen-doped
H2O-X at 150 GPa. These nitrogen-doped structures are predicted to be stable relative to
decomposition to water and a hypothetical H2N composition, however the thermodynamic
stability was not investigated with respect to all ternary H-N-O stoichiometries that may be
stable at these high pressures.
The goal of this work is therefore to investigate the thermodynamic stability of HxNyOz com-
pounds at high pressures by performing a comprehensive variable-composition first principles
structure prediction for the ternary system. The chemical bonding and band structure are
investigated to reveal potential superconducting materials and the type of chemical bonding
that becomes preferred at high pressures. By investigating the chemical stability of HNO
compounds at high pressures, the search will also assist in understanding the interior struc-
ture of planetary bodies that contain these elements [192]. This is especially important for
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planetary bodies rich in ammonia (NH3) and water (H2O) where the high pressure ternary
phase diagram dictates the compounds that can exist.
The ternary HxNyOz search is conducted using USPEX at 200 GPa. Two independent
searches are performed with 4-11 atoms/unit cell and 12-16 atoms/unit cell due to the large
number of unique stoichiometries that are searched. The search with 12-16 atoms/unit
cell is simulated 3 separate times to ensure the entire energy landscape is revealed and to
avoid any bias from the random structures in the first generation of each search. The three
searches with 12-16 atoms/unit cell and the search with 4-11 atoms/unit cell all found similar
structures, thus confirming the robustness of the search. After the variable composition
search is completed, fixed-compositions searches for stoichiometries on the convex hull with
up to four formula units in the unit cell (up to 30 atoms/unit cell) are performed to find the
lowest enthalpy structure for each stoichiometry.
For the structure search, projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [100] and plane
wave basis sets are used with an energy cutoff of 450 eV and a 0.07 A˚
−1
k-point sampling.
After the structure search is completed, more accurate calculations are performed to compute
the convex hulls using hard PAW pseudopotentials for H and N with inner core radii of 0.423
A˚for H, 0.582 A˚for N, and 0.804 A˚for O, and energy cutoff of 1,400 eV and 0.04 A˚
−1
k-point
sampling. Charges on atoms and bond orders are calculated using LCAO code DMol [193].
The boundary phases used on the ternary convex hull are the following at 200 GPa (if on the
hull) and 50 GPa (if on the hull) respectively; N-Pba2 [59], N-I213 [6], H2O-Pn-3m is 126
meV/atom lower in enthalpy than ice-X [194] at 200 GPa, O-C2/m [171], H2-C2/c and H2-
P63/m [158], N2O5-C2/c [171], NO-P21/m [171], HN2-P21/c, HN-C2, H2N-C2/c, H7N3-C2,
H3N-Pma2, H4N-C2/c, H7N-C2/m [154], HN5-P21/c, (NH4)(N5)-Pbcm [81], H3N-P212121,
H4N-C2/c [154], N2O5-C2/c, NO-P21/m
Three structures from the structure search lie on the ternary convex hull and are therefore
thermodynamically stable at 200 GPa, see Figure 6.8. The three structures are hydrazinium
hydroxide (N2H5)(HO) in the space group P21/m, diammonium oxide 2(NH4)O in the space
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group P-3m1, and nitric acid HNO3 in the space group P21/m, see Figure 6.9(a,b,c). The
distance to the convex hull plane is given by the color gradient in Figure 6.8. There are
a large number of low energy hydrogen-rich structures within about 50 meV/atom from
the convex hull that are chemically similar to the three structures on the convex hull, see
Figure 6.9(a,b,c). It is possible these low-energy structures are phase-separated, however
some of the structures consist of different molecular motifs such as hydrazine N2H4, N2H6,
or interconnected HO/H2O subunits.
The structures on the hull and the structures close to the hull are all insulators based on
the calculated band gaps, see Table 12. Most of the crystal structures are molecular crystals
that consist of ammonium or hydrazine as well as hydroxyl groups with large band gaps
greater than 5 eV, see Table 12. There are also some covalent structures that consist of
interconnected NO3/NO2 and HO/HO2 subunits. However, these other structures have a
band gap of at least 2 eV, see Table 12. The nitrogen doped H2O-X structure recently
predicted to be superconducting [191] is also shown on the hull with stoichiometry H8NO3
in the space group P-42m, see Figure 6.8. The distance to the convex hull is calculated to be
very high-220 meV/atom which is significantly larger than any other structure considered.
The enthalpy is also larger than other structures found during the search with the same
stoichiometry, but still far from the convex hull. We can therefore conclude this structure is
unlikely to be synthesized experimentally. In contrast, the three structures on the hull are
thermodynamically stable and are therefore the most likely structures to be synthesized in
high pressure conditions.
The crystal structure of hydrazinium hydroxide (N2H5)(HO)-P21/m, Figure 6.9(a) consists
of hydrazinium molecules and hydroxide molecules with two formula units in the unit cell.
It is surprising that hydrazinium would be stable at high pressures since hydrazine (N2H4) is
explosive at ambient conditions and hydrazine monohydrate is only stable at very low tem-
peratures at ambient conditions [135,184]. The stability of the ionic compound hydrazinium
hydroxide (N2H5)(HO)-P21/m is aided by electron transfer from the hydrazinium cation to
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Figure 6.8: Ternary HxNyOz convex hull at 200 GPa where each square represents a crystal
structure and the color represents the distance to the convex hull. The black squares are
stable phases and lighter colored squares are metastable. The corresponding stoichiometry
and space group for each structure is also given.
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(a) H6N2O-P21/m 200 GPa (b) H8N2O-P-3m1 200 GPa (c) HNO3-P21/m 200 GPa
c
a
H-
N-
O-
(d) H6N2O8-P-1 50 GPa (e) H12N2O3-Cm 50 GPa
Figure 6.9: Snapshots of the HNO crystal structures predicted to be thermodynamically
stable at 200 GPa and 50 GPa; (a) hydrazinium hydroxide (N2H5)(HO)-P21/m, (b) di-
ammonium oxide 2(NH4)O-Cmcm, and (c) nitric acid (HNO3)-P21/m.
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Table 12: Calculated band gaps for stable and metastable HNO structures revealed during
the structure search ranked by the distance to the convex hull (∆H). Each structure has a
non-zero band gap so they are all insulators.
Stoichiometry Space Group ∆H (meV/atom) Band Gap (eV)
H6N2O P21/m 0 5.3
H8N2O Cmcm 0 4.8
HNO3 P21/m 0 2.3
H6N2O Cm 5.6 5
H8N2O2 C2/m 16.2 6.1
H11N3O2 Cm 23.5 5.6
H10N4O C2/m 24.1 4.6
H11N3O R3m 34.4 5.7
H6N2O8 P-1 35.7 2.0
H11N3O2 R3m 38.1 6.0
HNO3 Pm 41.7 2.3
H10N2O3 R3m 53.7 6.0
H3N1O4 C2 55.9 5.7
H10N2O2 Pma2 57.4 6.6
H14N2O Fmm2 58.0 4.5
H9N3O Cm 59.2 5.8
H11N1O4 R3m 66.1 8.9
H3N1O4 P1 73.9 2.0
H4N2O6 P1 83.8 4.3
H4N2O7 P1 87.8 2.0
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the hydroxide anion of 0.56 that helps stabilize this material at high pressures, see Figure
6.10 for the charges and bond orders. Additional charge transfer from the hydrogen atom to
the oxygen atom in the hydroxide molecule gives the oxygen atom a net charge of -0.91, see
Figure 6.10. The large amount of negative charge on oxygen reduces the H· · ·O hydrogen
bond lengths to 1.407 A˚and 1.331 A˚, which gives this material somewhat strong hydrogen
bonding. Also, the additional electron adds to the total number of p-orbitals in oxygen
and contributes a significant fraction of the total density of states in the valence band near
the fermi level, see Figure 6.11 for the electronic band structure and local density of states.
Nitrogen also has additional electrons from the charge transfer from hydrogen which also
results in a significant fraction of the total density of states from nitrogen p-orbitals in the
valence band near the fermi level, see Figure 6.11. Nitrogen p-orbitals contribute the most
to the conduction band, however s-oribtals from all the bands also make a contribution.
Hydrazinium hydroxide is an insulator with a large band gap of 5.3 eV calculated with the
PBE functional at 200 GPa, see Figure 6.11.
Hydrazinium hydroxide (N2H5)(HO)-P21/m can be formed by the proton transfer from H2O
to N2H4 in hydrazine monohydrate (N2H4)(H2O) [184]. Upon compression to high pres-
sures hydrazine monohydrate (N2H4)(H2O) undergoes a transformation into hydrazinium
hydroxide (N2H5)(HO). In Figure 6.12 we plot the relative enthalpy as a function of hydro-
static pressure between two phases of hydrazinium hydroxide and two phases of hydrazine
monohydrate. The low pressure phase of hydrazine monohydrate is found by conducting
a molecular crystal structure search at 0 GPa. The lowest enthalpy crystal structure that
was found has the space group P212121, see Figure 6.13. Upon compression, this phase
transforms into another phase with the same space group , (N2H4)(H2O)-P212121-II, see
Figure 6.13. Furthermore, after decompressing the 200 GPa phase of hydrazinium hydroxide
(N2H5)(HO)-P21/m to 0 GPa we obtained another phase of hydrazine monohydrate in the
space group P21 labeled (N2H5)(HO)-P21, see Figure 6.13. This is the lowest enthalpy phase
from 18 GPa to 51 GPa, see Figure 6.12. This phase transforms directly into hydrazinium
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Charges and Bond Order: (N2H5)(HO)
Atom Charge Bond Order Bond Length (Å)
H1 0.34 (N1) 0.68 (N1) 1.032
H2 0.34 (N1) 0.72 (N1) 1.032
H3 0.32 (N2) 0.66 (N2) 1.020
H4 0.32 (N2) 0.70 (N2) 1.020
H5 0.30 (N2) 0.60 (N2) 1.108
H6 0.37 (O1) 0.64 (O1) 0.956
N1 -0.63 (N2) 0.94 (N2) 1.331
N2 -0.46 -
O1 -0.91 (H3&H4) 0.22 (H3&H4) 1.407
O1 -0.91 (H1&H2) 0.23 (H1&H2) 1.352
H1
H2
N1 N2
H3 H4
H5
H6
O1
Figure 6.10: Mulliken charges, bond orders, and bond lengths for (N2H5)(HO)-P21/m at 200
GPa.
hydroxide (N2H5)(HO) at a pressure of 9.5 GPa. We therefore conclude that hydrazinium
hydroxide (N2H5)(HO) is stable above 18 GPa. Another interesting result of the application
of pressure is that (N2H5)(HO)-P21/m-II transforms into (N2H6)O-Pnma. From 200 GPa to
250 GPa (N2H6)O-Pnma is only 30 meV/atom higher in enthalpy than (N2H5)(HO)-P21/m,
see Figure 6.12. This is surprising because basic chemistry suggests nitrogen should only
form a maximum of 3 single bonds because it has only three valence electrons. It is possible
this is a higher oxidation state where two electrons are transferred to O. Nevertheless, we can
see that upon hydrostatic compression hydrazine monohydrate transforms into hydrazinium
hydroxide.
Another crystal structure on the hull at 200 GPa is diammonium oxide 2(NH4)O. The crystal
structure of diammonium oxide 2(NH4)O-P-3m1 consists of two ammonium molecules and
an oxygen atom. There is a large electron transfer from the ammonium molecule to oxygen
giving the oxygen atom a net charge of -1.01, see Figure 6.14. The large negative charge
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Figure 6.11: The electronic band structure and local density of state of (N2H5)(HO)-P21/m
at 200 GPa.
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Figure 6.12: Relative enthalpy as a function of pressure for two phases of hydrazine mono-
hydrate (N2H4)(H2O) and two phases of hydrazinium hydroxide (N2H5)(HO). Hydrazinium
hydroxide (N2H5)(HO) becomes lower in enthalpy than hydrazine monohydrate above 18
GPa.
(N2H5)(HO)-P21/m(N2H5)(HO)-P21(N2H4)(H2O)-P212121-I
51 GPa18 GPa14 GPa
(N2H4)(H2O)-P212121-II
Figure 6.13: Snapshots of the crystal structures for the sequence of pressure-induced phase
transformations starting from hydrazine monohydrate (N2H4)(H2O)-P212121-I at low pres-
sures up to Hydrazinium hydroxide (N2H5)(HO)-P21/m at high pressures.
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Charge and Bond Order: 2(NH4)(O)
Atom Charge Bond Order Bond Length (Å)
O1 -1.01 (H2) 0.26 (H2) 1.277
H1 0.38 (N1) 0.60 (N1) 1.043
H2 0.38 (N1) 0.60 (N1) 1.043
H3 0.38 (N1) 0.60 (N1) 1.043
H4 0.26 (N1) 0.78 (N1) 0.977
N1 -0.89 -
H1 H2
H4
N1
O1
H3
Figure 6.14: Mulliken charges, bond orders, and bond lengths for 2(NH4)O-P-3m1 at 200
GPa.
reduces the H· · ·O hydrogen bond lengths to 1.277 A˚, which gives this material somewhat
strong hydrogen bonding. The bond lengths are larger than the H-O bond calculated in H2O
phase X at 200 GPa of 1.095 A˚. This implies the hydrogen-oxygen bond in 2(NH4)O-P-3m1 is
much weaker than the hydrogen-oxygen bond in ice. Hence, this crystal is called diammonium
oxide 2(NH4)O as opposed to the structure with the same stoichiometry previously studied
at lower pressures, ammonia hemihydrate 2(NH3)(H2O) [195–197]. Recent theoretical results
show that ammonia hemihydrate transforms into diammonium oxide at high pressures [198]
which is consistent with our results. Since diammonium oxide (2NH4)(O) is found to be
on the ternary convex hull at 200 GPa we conclude it is a stable compound, in contrast
to the two other ammonia hydrates studied at lower pressures, ammonia dihydrate (ADH)
(NH3)(2H2O) [199–201] and ammonia monohydrate (AMH) (NH3)(H2O) [200,202,203].
The large electron transfer from ammonium to oxygen gives this structure the stoichiometric
ratio of ammonium to oxygen of 2:1. The additional electron on oxygen makes the valence
band dominated by oxygen p-orbitals, see Figure 6.15. Diammonium oxide is an insulator
with a large band gap of 4.8 eV at 200 GPa, see Figure 6.15.
At a low pressure of 3.5 GPa ammonia hemihydrate (AHH) was found to crystallize in the
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Figure 6.15: The electronic band structure and local density of state of 2(NH4)O-P-3m1 at
200 GPa.
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Figure 6.16: Relative enthalpy between the diammonium oxide structure found at 200
GPa (2NH4)O and the known low pressure phase II of ammonium hemihydrate (AHH)
(2NH3)(H2O) [197].
P21/c space group [197] and referred to as phase II of AHH. In Figure 6.16 we plot the
relative enthalpy between the low pressure phase II of AHH compared to the diammonium
oxide phase we found at 200 GPa. We find that at a pressure of 54 GPa AHH phase II
transforms into the P-3m1 phase which is similar to what was found previously [198]. At
higher pressures AHH phase II transforms directly into another phase consisting of NH4
cations and O anions with a slightly different crystal structure than the P-3m1 phase we
found. This is why above 54 GPa the relative enthalpy for the two curves essentially overlap,
see Figure 6.16.
Nitric acid is also predicted to be stable at 200 GPa in part due to the electron transfer
from nitrogen and hydrogen to oxygen atoms, see Figure 6.17. The structure consists of
NO3 subunits connected by a hydrogen atom in long planar chains, see Figure 6.17. Each
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Charges and Bond Orders: HNO3
N1O1
O2 H1
O3
Atom Charge Bond 
Order
Bond Length 
(Å)
O1 -0.41 (N1) 1.37 1.189
N1 0.83 (O2) 1.26 1.227
O2 -0.39 (H1) 0.57 1.056
H1 0.42 (O1) 0.31 1.227
O3 -0.44 (N1) 1.56 1.185
Figure 6.17: Mulliken charges, bond orders, and bond lengths for HNO3-P21/m at 200 GPa.
oxygen atom has a charge of -0.41 while nitrogen has a very large positive charge of 0.83.
The net negative charge on NO3 helps bind it to adjacent hydrogen. In Figure 6.17 it is
shown the hydrogen atom (H1) is more strongly bonded to an adjacent oxygen atom (O2)
with a bond order of 0.57 than to the next adjacent oxygen atom (O3) with bond order 0.31.
In spite of the extended nature of the crystal, the structure is calculated to be an insulator
with a band gap of 2.3 eV at 200 GPa. The valence band near the fermi level is almost
exclusively oxygen p-orbitals while the conduction band contains mostly oxygen p-orbitals
but also some nitrogen p-orbitals. The band structure for this material is odd because it
contains two narrow conduction bands, then a large band gap to the next conduction band,
see Figure 6.18. This structure is predicted to be lower in enthalpy than the nitric acid
crystal found at low pressure (v3 GPa) [204] above 35.3 GPa, see Figure 6.19. The two
structures are very similar except the HNO3 chains are stacked differently relative to one
another.
At a lower pressure of 50 GPa there are 6 ternary compounds on the convex hull; H10N2O-
C2/m, H8N4O-R-3m, HNO3-P21/m, H6N2O8-P-1, H8N2O-P-3m1, and H12N2O3-Cm, see Fig-
ure 6.20. Nitric acid HNO3 and diammonium oxide (2NH4)O are still on the convex hull at
50 GPa, however hydrazinium hydroxide (N2H4)(H2O) is not on the convex hull and is 70
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the experimental structure at low pressures HNO3-P21/n [204] as a function of pressure.
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Figure 6.20: Ternary HxNyOz convex hull at 50 GPa where each square represents a crystal
structure and the color represents the distance to the convex hull. The black squares are
stable phases and lighter colored squares are metastable. The corresponding stoichiometry
and space group for each structure is also given.
meV/atom away from the hull, see Figure 6.20. The crystal structure of hydronium nitrate
H6N2O8-P-1 is shown in Figure 6.9(d) and consists of OH3 and NO3 molecules in a 1:1 ratio
(H3ONO3). The crystal structure of H12N2O3-Cm is shown in Figure 6.9(e) and consists of
ammonium molecules, hydroxyl molecules, and water in a 2:2:1 ratio (2NH42HOH2O). The
crystal structure of H10N2O-C2/m is similar to diammonium oxide discussed previously ex-
cept it has an additional H2 molecule in the unit cell. The crystal structure of H8N4O-R-3m
is similar to diammonium oxide discussed previously except it has an additional N2 molecule
in the unit cell.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
The computational discovery of several nitrogen-rich compounds at high pressures described
in this dissertation highlights the power theory/computations to discover new materials. It
also shows that the nitrogen-rich chemistry involving metal complexes is far from being well-
understood as demonstrated by the wealth of theoretically predicted compounds, which are
still awaiting their experimental synthesis. Therefore, our theoretical structure prediction of
nitrogen-rich compounds thus inspires future experiments by providing valuable information
concerning the structure, properties, characterization and the synthesis pathways. Further-
more, theory predicts the phase transformation pathway up to high pressures for precursor
materials and provides valuable information for characterization and phase transformations
of these materials. Interestingly, several of the compounds that have been predicted to be
stable at high pressures in the solid state were also predicted to be metastable at ambient
pressure, thus indicating a possibility of their recovery at ambient conditions..
Understanding the high pressure chemistry of precursor materials such as the alkali azides is
a challenge all by itself. The theoretical calculations predict that group-I alkali azides are a
stable compound on the convex hull up to pressures between 30-50 GPa. At higher pressures
theory predicts alkali azides are no longer on the convex hull and will disproportionate
into alkali pentazolates and possibly other materials on the convex hull, which correlates
with changes observed in experiments. Theory does not predict thermodynamically stable
polynitrogen compounds below about 15 GPa. Experimental observations discussed in this
thesis below this pressure are therefore, according to theory, not from a stable polynitrogen
compound.
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Our prediction of the stability of alkali pentazolates at high pressures is highlighted by the
successful synthesis of CsN5 at high pressures by our collaborators at LLNL. This demon-
strates the value of the predictions that allows to make experiments to produce expected
results. Our calculations along with other publications have examined all other group-I
elements and have consistently found alkali pentazolates to be a stable compound. Further-
more, we have also shown that pentazole, HN5 and ammonium pentazolate NH4N5 are stable
compounds. Our calculations have also predicted another stable polynitrogen material that
consists of single-layered polymeric nitrogen for potassium in the stoichiometry KN8. This
novel structure differs from other compounds as it is both polymeric and is layered. We
have also examined ternary nitrogen-rich compounds and found one CNO polymeric mate-
rial stable at high pressures along with some other metastable CNO polymeric compounds.
The ternary HNO search is relevant to high-temperature superconductivity but no super-
conductors were found during this work. Instead, compounds that consist of ammonium,
hydrazine, or nitric acid were found.
Considering the wealth of all the compounds that have been predicted in this work and
the dearth of those synthesized in experiments, it is clear there are severe roadblocks in
realization of the predictions. Synthesis is challenging because high pressure chemistry typ-
ically occurs in the solid state with substantial reaction barriers. In addition, the formation
of metastable compounds even in small concentrations can make characterization difficult.
Theoretical predictions also have limitations. However, theory can aid experiments by pre-
dicting materials that are stable at low pressures with small reaction barriers for their thermal
decomposition. The synthesis of cubic gauche nitrogen requires over 100 GPa and laser heat-
ing while CsN5 requires only 50 GPa. This substantial reduction of the synthesis pressure
of polynitrogen compounds is very significant. It may be possible that other polynitrogen
compounds involving other elements not considered in this work may be stable at lower
pressures.
There are several avenues for future work to be taken. There are a few other alkali polynitro-
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gen compounds that have been predicted by theory other than the alkali pentazolates such
as the compounds that consist of N6 rings. The N6 anion should be metastable at ambient
conditions so it may be possible to recover it at ambient conditions. The pentazolate com-
pound has also been predicted to exist in the stoichiometry R2N5 where R is a alkali metal.
The metallic bonding in these materials may enhance their stability at ambient conditions.
The layered KN8 material may also be a good candidate for synthesis. Researchers have also
begun to examine rare earth alkali metals and have predicted several extended polynitrogen
structures [205–207].
Another major development is the synthesis of polynitrogen compounds such as cyclo-N−5
at ambient conditions in metal-organic complexes, as well as polynitrogen compounds on
the walls of carbon nanotubes. These experiments are focused on synthesis of metastable
compounds at ambient conditions. Currently most theoretical work is concerned with the
prediction of thermodynamically stable structures, which are those at the formation en-
ergy/stoichiometry convex hull. Therefore, the major challenge for the theory is to correctly
predict metastable compounds that can be realistically synthesized in experiment. This re-
focus on metastable compounds allows for the discoverery of a rich variety of new materials.
To be successful in this exciting new research avenue, both theory/computations and ex-
periment/synthesis must work hand by hand to predict, guide, synthesize, characterize and
recover at ambient conditions the new family of metastable polynitrogen compounds.
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Appendix C:
Conference Presentations
Sixteen (16) presentations at scientific conferences
1. The 26th International Conference on High Pressure Science and Technology (AIRAPT
26): Hydrogen Intercalation into Graphite and Novel Hydrocarbon Extended Solids at
High Pressures: Aug. 2017; oral presentation
2. APS Shock Compression of Condensed Matter 2017 International Conference: First
Principles Investigation of Nitrogen-Rich Energetic Materials: July 2017; oral presen-
tation
3. APS March 2017 Meeting: Stable and Metastable Mixed Polymeric Carbon, Nitrogen,
and Oxygen Compounds at High Pressures; March 2017; oral presentation.
4. APS March 2017 Meeting: Novel Rubidium Poly-Nitrogen Energetic Materials; March
2017; oral presentation.
5. APS March 2017 Meeting: Tin sulfides and tin selenides at ambient and high pressure
conditions; March 2017; oral presentation.
6. Gordon Research Seminar on Energetic Materials; Novel Nitrogen Rich Energetic Ma-
terials; June 2016; oral and poster presentation.
7. Gordon Research Seminar on High Pressure; Novel Nitrogen Rich Energetic Materials;
July 2016; oral and poster presentation.
8. Army Research Laboratory Student Symposium; Shear Induced Initiation of Nitromethane;
August 2016; oral presentation.
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9. APS Shock Compression of Condensed Matter 2015 International Conference: Cesium
Pentazolate: A New Nitrogen Rich Energetic Material; July 2015; oral presentation.
10. APS Shock Compression of Condensed Matter 2015 International Conference: A New
Phase of Ammonium Nitrate: a Monoclinic Distortion of AN-IV; July 2015; oral pre-
sentation.
11. APS March 2014 Meeting: Structural diversity in the ammonium azide molecular
crystal; oral presentation.
12. APS March 2014 Meeting: The Raman spectrum of ammonium nitrate at high pres-
sures from first principles calculations; oral presentation.
13. APS March 2014 Meeting: Composition changes in sodium azide predicted using den-
sity functional calculations; oral presentation.
14. APS Shock Compression of Condensed Matter 2013 International Conference: Density
Functional Theory Investigation of Sodium Azide at High Pressure; July 2013; oral
presentation.
15. APS March 2012 Meeting: Graphene melting by molecular dynamics simulations; oral
presentation
16. AVS-59thInternational Conference: “Non-equilibrium melting of graphene studied by
two interatomic potentials”, November 2012; oral presentation
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